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Abbreviations
ACCP = American College of Chest Physicians
ACL = Adenocarcinoma of the Lung
CAD = Computer Aided Detection
CI = Confidence Interval
CO = Carbon Monoxide
COPD = Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
CT = Computed Tomography
DICOM = Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine
DLCST = Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial
ELCAP = Early Lung Cancer Action Program
ERS = European Respiratory Society
FEV1 = Forced expiratory volume in one second
FDG = Fluoro-Deoxy-Glucose
FVC = Forced Vital Capacity
GGO = Ground Glass Opacity
IHD = Ischemic Heart Disease
kV = Kilo Volt
mAs = Milli Ampere Seconds
MBq = Megabecquerel, 106 Bq
MDCT = Multi Detector Computed Tomography
MOD = Magneto Optical Disk
mSv = Milli Sievert
NELSON = Nederlands Leuvens Screening Onderzoek
NSCLC = Non Small Cell Lung Carcinoma
OR = Odds Ratio
PACS = Picture Archival and Communications System
PET = Positron Emission Tomography
PFT = Pulmonary Function Test
ppm = Parts Per Million
ROC = Receiver Operating Characteristic
SD = Standard Deviation
SQC = Squamous Cell Carcinoma
SUV = Standardized Uptake Value
V = Volume
VATS = Video-Assisted Thoracoscopic Surgery
VDT = Volume Doubling Time
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English
The research described in this thesis, is part of the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST).
DLCST is a 5 year study including 4104 participants, of which half (n=2052) were randomised to
annual computer tomography (CT) and half to a control group without CT scanning (n=2052). The
aims of the thesis were to:
1) Describe the overall design of the DLCST and hereunder present the results of the prevalence round of screening.
2) Evaluate the reproducibility of software used for volume measurement of lung nodules.
3) Evaluate positron –emissions tomography (PET) and volume doublings time (VDT) as diagnostic tools to
discriminate between benign and malignant nodules.
4) Investigate the effect of screening for lung cancer on the smoking habits of participants in DLCST after one year of
screening.

During the prevalence round of DLCST a total of 179 cancer suspected lung nodules between 5 and
15 mm were found. The rate of false-positive diagnoses was 7.9%, 17 individuals (0.8%) turned out
to have lung cancer and 10 (59%) of these had early stage disease (stage I). Eleven of the 17 lung
cancers were treated surgically, 8 of these (72%) through minimal invasive method using video
assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) resection. Early stage lung cancer detected through screening can
be treated using minimal invasive technique with a relatively small number of false positive
findings.
To determine the volume of the lung nodules Siemens syngo LungCARE version VE25A software
was applied. This software allows volume measurements using 3 different algorithms depending on
the morphology of the nodule. A total of 181 nodules in 161 participants were included in the
double reading analysis, and including follow-up scans, 545 volume measurements were attempted.
In 72% of the cases an apparently correct volume measurement was possible and in 80% of cases
the same algorithm was applied by both readers. When the same algorithm was used the exact same
results were obtained in 50% of the cases, and the difference was >25% in only 4% of the
measurements. When different algorithms were used the same results were never obtained, and the
difference was >25% in 83% of the cases. It was possible to obtain reproducible results with this
software; however use of the same algorithm is highly recommendable.
To evaluate PET and VDT as diagnostic tools we included 54 cancer suspected nodules, 20 of
which proved to be lung cancer. Both PET (odds ratio (OR)=2.63, p<0.01) and VDT (OR=2.69,
p<0.01) were significant predictors for lung cancer in a multivariate analysis. A positive PET result
and a VDT under one year predicted lung cancer, both with a sensitivity and a specificity of 71%
and 81% respectively. Combining PET and VDT, so that a nodule is considered malignant when
either PET or VDT suggest malignancy, resulted in a sensitivity and specificity of 90% and 82%
respectively. Use of PET and VDT in combination is recommended in the diagnostic work-up of
cancer suspicious screen detected nodules.
The smoking behaviour of the participants in DLCST was monitored between the prevalence and
first incidence round of screening to determine whether CT screening induces smoking or promotes
smoking cessation. The quit rates was 11.9% in the CT group and 11.8% in the control group
(p=0.95). Smoking relapse rate was 10.0% in the CT group and 10.5% in the control group
(p=0.81). Smoking cessation rate was higher as compared to the general population, however there
was no significant difference in quit rate or relapse rate between CT and control group after one
year of screening.
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Dansk
Afhandlingen blev gennemført som del af det danske forsøg med screening for lungecancer (Danish
Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST)). DLCST er et 5-årigt studie med 4104 deltagere inkluderet,
hvoraf halvdelen (n=2052) er randomiseret til årlig computer tomografi (CT) scanning og halvdelen
til en kontrol gruppe, der ikke bliver CT scannet (n=2052). Afhandlingen har til formål at:
1) Beskrive design af DLCST samt præsentere og analysere resultaterne af prævalensrunden af screening.
2) Undersøge reproducerbarheden af software, der har til formål at volumenbestemme lungeinfiltrater.
3) Vurdere positron-emissionstomografi (PET) og volumen fordoblingstiden (VDT) for lungeinfiltrater som
diagnostiske redskaber til at skelne benigne og maligne infiltrater fra hinanden.
4) Undersøge effekten af screening på deltagernes rygevaner efter et års screening.

I alt 179 cancer suspekte lungeinfiltrater mellem 5 og 15 mm blev fundet under prævalensrunden af
DLCST. Falsk positiv raten var 7,9%, og 17 deltagere (0,8%) fik stillet diagnosen lungecancer, 10
(59%) af disse var cancer i tidligt stadie (stage I). Elleve fik kirurgisk behandling, hvor af 8 (72%)
fik foretaget minimal invasiv videotorakoskopisk kirurgi (VATS). Lungecancer i tidligt stadie
fundet ved screening kan behandles ved brug af minimal invasiv metode med relativt få falsk
positive fund.
Til at bestemme lungeinfiltraternes volumen anvendes Siemens syngo LungCARE version VE25A.
Dette program tillader volumen beregning af lungeinfiltrater under hensyntagen til deres morfologi
ved hjælp 3 forskellige algoritmer. I alt 181 infiltrater hos 161 deltagere fra DLCST indgik i
dobbeltbestemmelsesanalysen, og med opfølgende scanninger blev der forsøgt i alt 545 volumen
målinger. I 72 % af tilfældene blev der foretaget en tilsyneladende korrekt volumenbestemmelse, og
samme algoritme blev brugt af begge analytikere i 80 % af tilfældene. Når samme algoritme blev
anvendt, opnåede man præcis samme resultat i 50% af tilfældene, og forskellen var >25% i kun 4%
af tilfældene. Når forskellig algoritme blev anvendt, var resultaterne aldrig ens, og forskellen var
>25% i 83% af tilfældene. Det var muligt at opnå reproducerbare resultater med det undersøgte
software, dog er anvendelse af samme algoritme en afgørende betingelse for dette.
Til undersøgelse af PET og VDT som diagnostiske redskaber indgik 54 cancer suspekte infiltrater,
og 20 af disse viste sig at være lungecancer. Både PET (odds ratio (OR) = 2,63, p<0.01) og VDT
(OR = 2,69, p<0,01) var signifikante prædiktorer for lungecancer i en multivariat analyse. Positiv
PET og VDT under et år prædikterer lungecancer, begge med en sensitivitet og specificitet på
henholdsvis 71% og 91%. Kombinerer man PET og VDT, således at infiltratet anses som malignt,
når blot PET eller VDT indikerer det, opnås en sensitivitet og specificitet på 90% og 82%. Brugen
af både PET og VDT i kombination anbefales ved udredning af cancersuspekte infiltrater fundet
ved screening for lungecancer.
Deltagerne i DLCST fik undersøgt deres rygevaner mellem prævalens og første incidensscreening,
for at afgøre om screening fik deltagerne til at ryge mere eller omvendt fik dem til at ryge mindre.
Ryge-ophørsraten var 11,9% i CT gruppen og 11,8% i kontrol gruppen (p=0.95). Raten, som
genoptog rygning, var 10,0% i CT gruppen og 10,5% i kontrol gruppen (p=0.81). Rygeophørsraten
var således højere end for baggrundsbefolkningen, men der var efter et års screening ingen
signifikant forskel i ryge-ophør eller ryge-genopstart mellem CT og kontrol gruppen.
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Screening for Lung Cancer with low dose CT
Lung cancer is the number one cancer killer for both men and women [1], exceeding the combined
mortalities for breast cancer, colon cancer and prostate cancer [2]. Smoking is well-known to be the
main cause of lung cancer [3] [4], and despite smoking cessation campaigns, 1.2 million new cases
of lung cancer are annually reported worldwide [1]. The incidence and mortality of lung cancer
have been rising since 20-30 years after the offset of smoking in 1900 [4]. Lung cancer has been the
leading cause of cancer death in men since 1950s, and because of increased smoking in women lung
cancer now also is the leading cause of cancer death in women exceeding breast cancer [5].
Diagnosis and treatment of lung cancer therefore remains a major health challenge in the years to
come both in the western and the third world, where the smoking incidence is still rising [6]. The
five year survival of lung cancer is very poor reaching 5-10% [7] [8]. One of the reasons for the
poor prognosis of lung cancer is the relative late onset of symptom; by this time the cancer in most
cases has advanced to late stage III and IV where curative treatment is not possible [9].

Screening for lung cancer
In hope of improving the survival of lung cancer there has been focus on screening of healthy
smokers and former smokers [10] [11][12]. By detecting lung cancer at an earlier stage, the hope is
to improve mortality by preventing the cancer having spread. Randomized trials using plain chest
radiograph have not proven to be effective [13] [14]. Chest radiography is not sensitive enough to
detect lung cancer in time; in plain radiographs a lung nodule cannot be detected before it is larger
than a couple of cm, and at this stage the cancer may already have spread. Therefore, screening with
plain chest radiography can not be recommended. Recent technologic advances in computed
tomography (CT) have been substantial. Scan time and the spatial resolution of scans have been
under constant improvement. With the current scanner resolution lung nodules down to 3-5 mm can
be detected. The typical doubling time for lung cancer is around 2 months, and with this doubling
time a 5 mm nodule will grow to 2 cm in one year. Compared to chest radiographs CT scans can
therefore detect a growing nodule approximately one year earlier. With the introduction of low dose
technique the radiation exposure of CT has been reduced to approximately 1 mSv, which is
comparable to mammography screening. These improved features led to the introduction of
repeated CT scans as a method of screening for lung cancer. In the early 1990s, Japan was among
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the first initiating lung cancer screening programs [15][16]. The international awareness for lung
cancer screening with CT came about in 1999 when Weill Medical College in New York presented
the results of their Early Lung Cancer Action Programme (ELCAP) that is screening with low dose
CT [17].

Non randomized trials:
The ELCAP group presented a regime for screening for lung cancer in which nodule growth plays a
central role. Growth of nodules indicates malignancy and by restricting biopsies to growing nodules
the number of unnecessary invasive procedures for benign diseases can be kept at a minimum. Like
the first Japanese trials the ELCAP trials were non-randomized.

In one of their first published studies in Lancet [17] from 1999 the ELCAP group reported that CT
improved the likelihood of detecting lung cancer in early stage as compared with chest radiography.
Later on in 2006 the ELCAP group published in the New England Journal of Medicine [18] a larger
multicenter study including 31.567 asymptomatic participants at risk of lung cancer who underwent
CT screening. They found 484 lung cancers, and of these 412 (85%) were in early stage I. The
overall 10 year survival was estimated to 80% (95% confidence interval (CI): 74%-85%). Stage I
participants who underwent surgical resection within one month after diagnosis (n=302) had an
additional improvement of survival to 92% (95% CI: 88%-95%).

Researchers from the Mayo Clinic are another leading group which has contributed in the
investigation of the effect of lung cancer screening. In their study of 1520 participants who
underwent annual CT screening they found a higher number of early stage lung cancer compared to
previous screening with chest radiograph and sputum [19]. However, the Mayo Clinic concluded
that there was no evidence suggesting a true clinical stage shift which might affect mortality of lung
cancer. Furthermore, investigators from the Mayo Clinic pointed out that CT screening may result
in a substantial high number of false positive findings and a relatively large group of participants
with benign nodules will be referred to 3-6 month repeat scans [19]. A later multicenter study from
the Mayo Clinic included participant from 2 academic medical centers in the United States and an
academic medical center in Italy that were followed for a median of 3.9 years. The study focused
on the effect of screening on mortality of lung cancer and included 3246 participants. Results from
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the study indicated no significant effect of screening as no meaningful reduction in lung cancer
mortality was seen. The result of screening was compared with a model predicting the excepted
number of lung cancer. There were 144 individuals diagnosed with lung cancer which was
significantly higher compared with the 44.5 expected. There was no evidence of a significant
decline in the number of deaths from lung cancer (38 deaths due to lung cancer observed and 38.8
expected). On the basis of this the Mayo Clinic could not recommend screening for lung cancer
with CT until a significant reduction in mortality has been proven [20].

The effect of lung cancer screening is therefore still a matter of debate; the ELCAP and Mayo clinic
findings represent two major fractions in the study of lung cancer screening. One of the reasons for
the disagreement between the fractions is because they study different aspects of screening. ELCAP
is focused on survival whereas the Mayo Clinic has reduction in lung cancer mortality as its main
primary outcome. Survival and mortality may not always be the reverse of each other. In case of
overdiagnosis both survival and mortality may increase simultaneously, and thus various biases
may interfere with the conclusion of screening trials. Length time bias improves survival by
detecting more slow growing cancers with better prognosis as compared to more aggressive cancers
with shorter survival. Lead time bias is the bias that occurs when screening diagnoses cancer earlier,
but has no effect on the time of death – It may appear that screening prolonged survival, when in
fact it only resulted in earlier diagnosis. Overdiagnosis is an extreme form of length time bias where
screening leads to the diagnosis of indolent cancers that would not have caused any symptoms if
they had been left untreated [21]. As cited above the Mayo Clinic reported a higher number of lung
cancers than predicted [20], and this may very well be the result of overdiagnosis. However,
randomized control trials are necessary to get a more precise estimate of the amount of
overdiagnosis and the effect of screening on lung cancer mortality. In the US a large trial was
initiated in 2002 by the National Cancer Institute where 50.000 participants were randomized to
either annual CT screening or plain chest x-ray [22]. In the US a randomized study of this kind may
be difficult to carry out since the use of CT screening already is widely spread. Participants
randomized to plain radiography have easy access to a CT scan and this may contaminate the study.
The results of this study are planed to be published after 2010, and are awaited with great interest.

Another important difference between the Mayo Clinic and ELCAP studies is the follow-up of the
participants. The Mayo Clinic study was smaller compared to the ELCAP study, and only one out
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of 1520 participants was lost to follow-up [19]. Thus, the Mayo Clinic study had a high compliance
rate for the annual repeat scans (above 80% for 5 years), and they have recorded very accurately the
vital status of nearly all their participants. This strengthens the Mayo Clinic study; the strength of
the ELCAP study is a larger number of participants. However, the method for obtaining vital status
of the participants is poorly described and compliance was probably poor since it appears from the
10-year survival analysis that more than 80% of the 484 participants who had a diagnosis of lung
cancer were lost to follow-up only 5 years after diagnosis [18]. The vital status of the participants is
the most important part of a study of the effect of lung cancer screening, and since the ELCAP is a
multicenter study with a large number of participants this method should be thoroughly described.
The ELCAP study included 27.456 repeat scans 7 to 18 months after a previous scan, which is less
than the number of baseline scans. When studying the effect of lung cancer screening on mortality a
large sample is necessary, because without this a significant effect can not be seen. However, a well
designed follow-up that is carefully carried out is also important in understanding the effect of lung
cancer screening.

Randomized European trials
In 2000 the first European screening trials were initiated [11]. The European groups have preferred
a randomized approach where CT screening in one arm has usually been compared with no
intervention in a control group. The aim was to get a direct estimate of the effect of lung cancer
screening by comparing overall mortality rates in the two groups. It is important to investigate the
overall mortality and not only lung cancer specific mortality as lung cancer specific mortality may
be reduced even though overall morality is unchanged or even increase if participants end up
smoking more or have complications to surgery in relation to screen detected lung cancer.
Randomized trials may also result in overdiagnosis if the CT group has a significantly higher
frequency of cancers compared to the control group without this affecting the mortality rate.
Currently a number of European countries are running randomized trials in which half of the
participants are randomized to either annual or every 2nd year CT and the other half to no
intervention (Table 1). Different intervals of CT scans are been applied since the optimal follow-up
period is still unknown. A pooling of data from the European trials is planned (European Group for
Early Detection of Lung Cancer) in hope of gaining enough power in the analysis to be able to
detect a 25 % reduction in lung cancer mortality. If a 25% reduction in mortality is obtained, it will
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increase the 5 year survival from the current 10% to above 30%, which will be of great clinical
significance.

Table 1: European Randomized Lung Cancer Screening Trials
Study

Country

NELSON

Dutch-

[23]

Belgian

DLCST
[24]
DANTE
[25]
Italung-CT
[26]
MILD
[27]
LUSI
[28]

Screen Interval

Year
Started

Participants

Age

2. Year

2003

16000

50-75

Danish

Annual

2004

4104

50-70

Italian

Annual

2001

2472

60-74

Italian

Annual

2004

3206

55-69

2005

10000

49-75

2006

4000

50-69

Italian

German

Annual and 2.Year.
(two groups)
Annual

Other European countries have also shown interest in running randomized screening trials (Norway,
France, and England) but without getting sufficient funding. Apart from the high cost of running a
randomized trial, the concern has been overdiagnosis and harm due to invasive treatments for false
positive findings in relation to screening. The concern is that participants will undergo surgery for a
lung cancer suspected nodules which in the end may prove not being clinical cancer after all. These
invasive procedures are not without risk for the participants, and therefore it is essential to have non
invasive diagnostic tools which can distinguish between malignant and benign nodules, and thus
minimize the use of unnecessary invasive procedures. In every day clinical practice FDG-Positron
emission tomography (PET) scan has proven to be effective in detecting malignant nodules [29];
however its use in screening has not yet been fully investigated. Developing new and improving
existing non invasive diagnostic tools for nodule evaluation therefore has a high priority. The
European trials follow the basic guidelines from ELCAP [17], which recommend annual CT
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screening and repeated scans after 3-6 months if a suspicious nodule is seen. Nodules that grow
significantly are referred to diagnostic work up which often results in a biopsy. Assessment of
growth is made by the radiologist on the basis of manual measurement of the nodule dimensions on
axial images. Furthermore, pulmonary nodule evaluation software has been developed which allows
semi automated volumetric measurements of lung nodules, through which a volume can be
determined. Volume doubling time (VDT) is defined as the time in which the nodule doubles its
volume, and this is often used to describe the growth rate of a nodule [23] [30]. So far there is no
consensus regarding the use of pulmonary nodule evaluation software in the every day clinical
diagnostic work up of cancer suspected nodules. Reproducibility of software measurements is a key
issue and should therefore be an important research priority.

A well designed randomized trial is essential to evaluate all aspects of the effect of lung cancer
screening with low dose CT. Apart from analyzing the number of cancers and mortality in the
screened and control arm it is also important to monitor the smoking habits of the participants. One
could fear that screening may lead to increased smoking because the participants feel that it is safe
to smoke since any lung cancer will be detected through screening. If this is the case it will have
serious consequences not only for the detection of lung cancer but also on the overall health of the
participants. A possible beneficial effect of lung cancer screening may be lost and in worst case
harmful effect may be the result.

Aim of PhD. thesis:

The research described in this thesis, is part of the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST).
The aims of the study were:
•

To present the results of the prevalence round of the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial.
Hereunder present the overall design and analyse the number of different kind of nodules,
cancers and invasive procedures performed during prevalence round.

•

To evaluate the reproducibility of semi-automated lung nodule measurements using
software that offers multiple algorithms for determining the volume of screen detected lung
nodules.
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•

To evaluate the ability of PET and VDT and the combination of PET and VDT as diagnostic
tools to discriminate between benign and malignant nodules in a lung cancer screening trial
with low dose CT.

•

To evaluate the effect screening with low-dose CT on smoking habits of participants in the
Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial at 1-year follow up.

These aims are addressed in the following 4 chapters.
•

Chapter III: The Danish Randomized Lung Cancer CT Screening Trial—Overall Design
and Results of the Prevalence Round.

•

Chapter IV: Evaluation of volumetric lung nodule measurements by Siemens syngo
LungCARE CT software.

•

Chapter V: Combined use of Volume Doubling Time (VDT) and Positron Emission
Tomography (PET) in Lung Cancer Screening with low dose CT

•

Chapter VI: Effect of CT screening on smoking habits at 1-year follow-up in the Danish
Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST).

Reference list for chapter II will follow after final Chapter VII.
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Chapter III:
The Danish Randomized Lung Cancer CT Screening Trial
– Overall Design and Results of the Prevalence Round

J Thorac Oncol 2009;4:608-614
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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

The Danish Randomized Lung Cancer CT Screening Trial—
Overall Design and Results of the Prevalence Round
Jesper H. Pedersen, MD, DrMSci,* Haseem Ashraf, MD,† Asger Dirksen, DrMSci,†
Karen Bach, MD,‡ Hanne Hansen, MD,‡ Phillip Toennesen, DrMSci,† Hanne Thorsen, MD,§
John Brodersen, PhD,§ Birgit Guldhammer Skov, DrMSci,储 Martin Døssing, DrMSci,¶
Jann Mortensen, DrMSci,# Klaus Richter, PhD,**
Paul Clementsen, DrMSci,† and Niels Seersholm, DrMSci†

Introduction: Lung cancer screening with low dose computed
tomography (CT) has not yet been evaluated in randomized clinical
trials, although several are underway.
Methods: In The Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial, 4104 smokers and previous smokers from 2004 to 2006 were randomized to
either screening with annual low dose CT scans for 5 years or no
screening. A history of cigarette smoking of at least 20 pack years
was required. All participants have annual lung function tests, and
questionnaires regarding health status, psychosocial consequences
of screening, smoking habits, and smoking cessation.
Baseline CT scans were performed in 2052 participants.
Pulmonary nodules were classified according to size and morphology: (1) Nodules smaller than 5 mm and calcified (benign) nodules
were tabulated, (2) Noncalcified nodules between 5 and 15 mm were
rescanned after 3 months. If the nodule increased in size or was
larger than 15 mm the participant was referred for diagnostic
workup.
Results: At baseline 179 persons showed noncalcified nodules
larger than 5 mm, and most were rescanned after 3 months: The rate
of false-positive diagnoses was 7.9%, and 17 individuals (0.8%)
turned out to have lung cancer. Ten of these had stage I disease.
Eleven of 17 lung cancers at baseline were treated surgically, eight
of these by video assisted thoracic surgery resection.
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Conclusions: Screening may facilitate minimal invasive treatment and
can be performed with a relatively low rate of false-positive screen
results compared with previous studies on lung cancer screening.
Key Words: Lung cancer, Screening, Computed tomography, CT,
Randomized clinical trial.
(J Thorac Oncol. 2009;4: 608 –614)

D

uring the last decade the advent of low dose multislice
computed tomography (CT) scanning has generated a
widespread interest in lung cancer screening.1 Early observational reports stated that lung cancer could be detected in
early stages in 85% of the cases2 and subsequently a 10-year
survival rate of 88% for stage I lung cancer was estimated
after CT screening.3 These reports have generated controversy,4 – 6 because data from other nonrandomized CT screening
trials have predicted that no reduction in lung cancer mortality
will be observed after screening and that harmful effects, overdiagnosis and overtreatment may be substantial.4 – 8 These conflicting results emphasize the need for randomized controlled
trials to demonstrate the effects, benefits and harms of CT
screening.4 Therefore, randomized trials are now being performed in the United States9,10 and Europe.11–13 In the United
States CT screening is compared with plain chest radiography,9
whereas in the European studies CT screening is compared with
no screening in the control arm.13,14 The aim of this article is to
present the design and results from the prevalence round of the
randomized Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Objective of the Study
Primary objective is to evaluate if annual low dose CT
screening can reduce lung cancer mortality by more than
25%. Major secondary end points are; overall mortality in
each study arm, numbers of lung cancer in each arm, 5-year
survival after diagnosis, stage of lung cancer at diagnosis
(stage distribution), surgical resection rate, effect on smoking
behavior, frequency of false-positive diagnoses, and psychosocial consequences of these in addition to health economic
evaluations of the cost of CT screening in Denmark.
Journal of Thoracic Oncology • Volume 4, Number 5, May 2009
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Prevalence year 1

Control
2052

Year 2

Year 3

QOL+
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CT+QOL
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CT+QOL
+ Smok.

Year 4

QOL+
Smok.
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Year 5

QOL+
Smok.

Random.
4104

QOL
Smoke
Question

CT
screen
2052

CT+QOL
+ Smok.

CT+QOL
+ Smok.

End points: Lung cancer incidence , stage, treatment, mortality.
Smoking habits, quality of Life

The effect on lung cancer mortality will in the following years be evaluated in collaboration with the NELSON
(Nederlands Leuvens Screening Onderzoek) CT screening
trial in Belgium and the Netherlands which has included
16,000 individuals.12,14 The two trials combined are expected
to have sufficient power to detect a reduction in lung cancer
mortality of 25% 10 years after randomization.12,14

Study Population
Individuals volunteered for the study in response to
advertisements in local and regional free newspapers and
weeklies that provided information regarding the general
outline of the study, the eligibility requirements for the study,
and the fact that the study was funded by a Governmental
grant and performed in collaboration with the NELSON trial.
Participants were men and women who were 50 to 70 years
of age and without lung cancer related symptoms. The sample
size was calculated on the assumption of a 1:1 randomization,
a power of 80%, significance level of 5%, 95% compliance in
the screen group, 5% contamination in the control group, and
10 years of follow-up after randomization.12
From October 1, 2004, to March 31, 2006, 4104 participants were enrolled and randomized at the initial visit after
receiving both oral and written information about the trial,
and signing the informed consent papers. A history of cigarette smoking of at least 20 pack-years was necessary for
entrance into the study. Participants had to be current or
former smokers, and former smokers had to have quit after
the age of 50 years and less than 10 years ago. Participants
had to be able to climb 2 flights of stairs (36 steps) without
pausing. Spirometry is performed annually, and forced expiratory volume in 1 second had to be at least 30% of predicted
normal at baseline to allow entry into the study.
Ineligible were those applicants with body weight
above 130 kg or previous treatment for lung cancer, breast
cancer, malignant melanoma, or hypernephroma. Individuals
with a history of any other cancer within 5 years or tuberculosis within 2 years or any serious illness that would shorten
life expectancy to less than 10 years were excluded, as was
the case if a prior CT scan of the chest had been performed
within the last year.

FIGURE 1. Design of the Danish lung cancer
screening trial (DLCST). QOL, quality of life questionnaires; Smok., questionnaires regarding smoking habits; CT, low-dose multidetector computed
tomography.

Design
The trial is performed in one institution: Gentofte
University Hospital in Copenhagen, Denmark. Participants
were randomized by a computer program (random permuted
blocks of 10 participants) to either annual screening by
low-dose CT (the screening group) or the control group who
were not offered CT screening. Prevalence CT scans were
performed within 1 month after randomization. The screening
is scheduled to last 5 years, i.e., an initial (prevalence)
screening round followed by 4 annual (incidence) screening
rounds (Figure 1). Follow-up is planned for 10 years after
randomization.

Questionnaires
At inclusion information on age, gender, educational
background, and occupational status has been collected for
each participant together with information on former and
present smoking habits including the Danish version of the
Fagerstroem scale.15 In addition the participants completed a
questionnaire on their psychosocial status, the Consequences
Of Screening (COS) questionnaire.16 This core-questionnaire,
which has been developed and validated in Denmark contains
questions relevant for participants in most cancer screening
programs.17After focus group interviews conducted during
the prevalence round questions especially relevant for participants in lung cancer screening have been added to the COS.
This extended version of the COS, the COS-Lung Cancer will
be used during the next years to investigate especially psychosocial consequences of having a false-positive screening
result.

Lung Function Test
Spirometry was performed annually on all participants
according to recommendations by the European Respiratory
Society using a computerized system (Spirotrac IV; Vitalograph, Buckingham, UK), and expressed in absolute values
and as percent of predicted values according to European
reference equations.18
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Imaging and Image Review
All CT scans of the study were performed on a MDCT
scanner (16 rows Philips Mx 8000, Philips Medical Systems,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands). Scans were performed supine
after full inspiration with caudocranial scan direction including the entire ribcage and upper abdomen with a low dose
technique, 120kV and 40 mAs. Scans were performed with
spiral data acquisition with the following acquisition parameters: Section collimation 16 ⫻ 0.75 mm, pitch 1.5, rotation
time 0.5 second. The obtained data were reconstructed in two
ways and parameters were as follows: Section width 3 mm/1
mm, reconstruction increment 1.5 mm/1 mm, with a soft and
hard algorithm, respectively. All image data were stored in
DICOM format on MOD and PACS. All scans were read by
two board certified radiologists (H.H. and K.S.B.) using
cine/slab-viewing supplied with Maximum Intensity Projection, and in case of disagreement consensus was obtained.
The location, size, demarcation and shape were registered,
and the density classified as solid, semisolid or pure GGO
lesions. The evaluation of size was based on linear measurement of the maximal diameter in axial slices. In selected
cases volume of nodules were calculated by Philips nodule
evaluation semiautomated software.

Classification of Nodules
All nodules were classified into four categories according to size and other characteristics: Nodules up to 15 mm in
maximal diameter with benign characteristics (for calcified
nodules up to 20 mm) (category 1) and nodules below 5 mm
(category 2) were tabulated and no further action taken.
Nodules with a diameter between 5 and 15 mm not classified
as benign were considered indeterminate and were rescanned
after 3 months (category 3). Nodules exceeding 15 mm
(category 4) and all growing nodules (category 5) were
referred for diagnostic investigation, in addition to nodules
with suspicious morphology. After repeat CT scan, nodules
were described as regressed, stable or growing by the radiologists. Growth was defined as an increase in volume of at
least 25%.
Participants with nodules category 1 and 2 were regarded as screening test negative and those with nodules
category 3, 4, or 5 regarded as screening test positive.

Diagnostic Work-Up of Positive Findings
Referral of participants for diagnostic evaluation was
decided at weekly follow-up conferences between a pulmonologist (A.D.) and the radiologists. Indeterminate nodules
were often evaluated using Fluorodeoxyglucose-positron
emission tomography-CT, but will be reported separately. CT
with contrast was performed before invasive procedures.
Depending on the results of these initial procedures an individual diagnostic plan was made involving a variety of
invasive procedures such as bronchoscopy, transthoracic needle aspiration biopsy, endoscopic ultrasound, endobronchial
ultrasound and/or mediastinoscopy. In most cases video assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) had to be performed to reach
a histologic diagnosis and staging of the disease. All diagnostic workup and treatment of participants with suspicious
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nodules was taken care of by units specialized in lung cancer
and part of the public health service in Copenhagen.
Incidental findings on the CT scan outside the lungs or
bronchi judged to be of clinical significance for the participant, was revealed to the participant and referred to relevant
work up and treatment. The results are not reported here.

Surveillance of Vital Status and Occurrence of
Lung Cancer
The vital status of all participants is checked annually
in the Danish Civil Registration System which registers all
national deaths within 2 weeks. In case of death, information
was obtained from the Danish Causes of Death Register,
which is updated with a lag time of 1 to 2 years, and from
hospital and autopsy files when possible. Information on
occurrence of lung cancer for the whole study group is
obtained annually from the Danish Lung Cancer Register
which registers over 90% of all lung cancers in Denmark.
Both active participants and drop-outs will be followed for 10
years after randomization or until death. An international,
independent death review board will be established.
Treatment was performed in two centers specialized in
lung cancer treatment in Copenhagen. The indication for
surgical or oncological intervention was in all cases decided
at multi speciality conferences by board certified specialists
in pulmonary medicine, thoracic surgery, pathology, oncology, and radiology. Pulmonary resection was in most cases
performed in the same procedure as the diagnostic VATS,
following frozen section pathology evaluation of the specimens obtained by wedge resection. Definitive surgical treatment was performed either by VATS or open thoracotomy
depending on the preference of the surgeon. Danish national
guidelines for lung cancer management were followed.

Morphologic Classification
Resected tumors and specimens were analyzed according to the guidelines for screening-detected lung tumors from
the EU-US pathology panel19 by one pathologist (B.G.S.) and
all lung cancers were verified by the panel. All tumors were
classified according to World Health Organization.20

Ethical and Legal Approval
The DLCST was approved by the Ethical Committee of
Copenhagen County on January 31, 2003 and funded in full
by the Danish Ministry of Interior and Health on June 23,
2004. Approval of data management in the trial was obtained
from the Danish Data Protection Agency on February 11,
2005. The trial is registered in Clinical Trials.gov Protocol
Registration System (identification no. NCT00496977).

RESULTS
From October 2004 to March 2006, 5861 subjects
contacted the screening unit. Of these 1757 where excluded
either because they did not meet the eligibility criteria or
because they did not show up, and the remaining 4104
subjects (70%) were randomized to screening by CT (2052)
or no screening (2052) after signing the informed consent
form.
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No statistically significant difference in age, sex, pulmonary function, smoking status, tobacco consumption, or
duration of smoking cessation was seen between CT and
control group (Table 1). In addition no difference in social
status was found between the two groups (data not shown). In
the CT arm all except five participants were scanned at base
line (compliance 99.95%).

Radiologic and Clinical Findings
At baseline no nodules were found in 1458 participants
(71%) and in the remaining 594 participants (29%) a total of
897 lung nodules were identified (Table 2). Seven hundred
eight nodules did not require further diagnostic workup,
either because the nodules were calcified (337 category 1
nodules) or because the size was under 5 mm (371 category
2 nodules) (Table 2). This leaves 189 nodules of which 151
noncalcified nodules in 142 participants were between 5 mm
and 15 mm (category 3) and 38 nodules were larger than 15
mm (category 4) (Table 3). In 30 participants ground glass
opacities (GGO lesions) were found, three of these having
two GGO and three more than 2 GGO lesions (included in the
above).
Based on the radiologic appearance, three participants
with six category three nodules were referred for diagnostic
evaluation, and all three participants had a malignant nodule.
The remaining 145 category 3 nodules were rescanned after 3
months, where 29 (including 1 GGO) had regressed in size,
112 (including GGOs in 28 pts) were unchanged, and 4
showed growth and were removed. Of the growing nodules,
3 (including 1 GGO lesion) proved to be lung cancer, and one
was a granuloma.
The 38 nodules larger than 15 mm (category 4) were
found in 37 participants (Table 3). Five of these nodules were
judged benign by morphology and presence of calcifications
and no further action was taken except in one who had a 45
mm harmatoma removed by VATS due to the size. Seven
nodules were judged malignant, and in six of these a malignant diagnosis was confirmed by further workup. The remaining 26 nodules (mean maximum diameter: 29.8 mm) (range,
16 –93 mm) were rescanned after 3 months, 6 nodules regressed in size, 18 were unchanged in size but 5 showed
changes in morphology and therefore sent for diagnostic
evaluation. Two showed growth and proved to be malignant
(Table 3).
Thus, at baseline 179 participants (8.7%) had a positive
finding, and in 162 participants (7.9%) the finding proved to
be false positive.

Invasive Procedures
A total of 40 invasive diagnostic procedures were
performed in 25 participants (Table 4). In eight participants
no evidence of lung cancer was found. The most invasive
diagnostic procedure was VATS wedge resection, which in
nine cases was followed by definitive surgical treatment by
lobectomy in the same anesthesia. In two cases VATS wedge
resection was due to a false-positive diagnosis.

Lung Cancer Cases
A total of 17 cases of lung cancer were detected during
the prevalence screening including 3 cases in whom biopsy

Danish Randomized Lung Cancer CT Screening Trial

TABLE 1. Clinical Characteristics of 4104 Participants at
Baseline in DLCST

No. of participants
Age
49 yr
50–54 yr
55–59 yr
60–64 yr
65–69 yr
70–74 yr
Gender
Male
Female
FEV1 (Mean ⫾ SD)
Male
Female
Smoking status
Current smoker
Former smoker
Smoking duration
Current smokers
⬍26 yr
26–30 yr
31–35 yr
36–40 yr
41–45 yr
⬎45 yr
Former smokers
⬍26 yr
26–30 yr
31–35 yr
36–40 yr
41–45 yr
⬎45 yr
Missing
Cigarettes/d
Current smokers
⬍10 cig/d
10–20 cig/d
21–30 cig/d
⬎40 cig/d
None
Missing
Former smokers
⬍10 cig/d
10–20 cig/d
21–30 cig/d
⬎40 cig/d
None
Missing
Duration of smoking
cessation (former smokers)
⬍5 yr
6–10 yr
⬎10 yr
Missing

Control Group n
(% of Specified)

Screen Group n
(% of Specified)

2052 (50.0%)

2052 (50.0%)

6
586
699
571
184
6

8
586
676
604
169
9

1120 (27.3%)
932 (22.7%)

1147 (27.9%)
905 (22.1%)

3.3 L ⫾ 0.7
2.4 L ⫾ 0.5

3.3 L ⫾ 0.7
2.4 L ⫾ 0.5

1579
473

1545
507

24
85
307
511
400
252

22
81
303
504
395
240

12
56
130
167
76
32
0

19
53
143
164
96
31
1

170
701
412
103
45
148

158
713
419
111
28
117

22
239
136
49
4
23

22
257
137
69
1
21

353
111
9
0

386
110
8
3

DLCST, Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in
1 second.
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TABLE 2. Distribution of CT Detected Pulmonary Nodules in 2052 Participants in DLCST
Category
1
2
3
4

Size

No. of
Participants

Pts. with 1
Nodule

Pts. with 2
Nodules

Pts. with 3
Nodules

Pts. with >4
Nodules

Total No. of
Nodules

5–20 mm
⬍5 mm
5–15 mm
⬎15 mm

263
268
142
37

198
202
134
36

57
42
7
1

7
15
1
0

1
9
0
0

337
371
151
38

Pts, participants; DLCST, Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial.

TABLE 3. Management of Noncalcified Pulmonary Nodules ⬎5 mm Detected by CT at the Prevalence Screening
Repeat CT Scan
After 3 mo
Category
3
4

Size

Diagnostic Evaluation

Regress

Stable

Growth

After 1 yr

Total

5–15 mm
⬎15 mm

6 (3)
7 (6)

29 (0)
6 (0)

112 (0)
18 (0)

4 (3)
2 (2)

0
5 (0)

151 (6)
38 (8)

No. of nodules diagnosed as lung cancer in brackets.
CT, computed tomography.

TABLE 4. Diagnostic Invasive Procedures in 25 of 2052
Participants at Prevalence Screening Round of the DLCST
Diagnostic Result

No. of procedures
Mediastinoscopy
Bronchoscopy with biopsy
EUS
EBUS
VATS
Percutaneous biopsy
Total
Total no. of participants

Lung Cancer

Benign

Total

6
10
1
3
9
1
30
17

1
3
1
2
2
1
10
8

7
13
2
5
11
2
40
25

EUS, endoscopic ultrasound; EBUS, endobronchial ultrasound; VATS, video
assisted thoracic surgery.

from enlarged mediastinal lymph nodes showed lung cancer,
but no obvious primary focus was found in the lung.
Treatment was surgical in 11 patients (65% resection
rate), 5 had chemotherapy, and 1 patient refused treatment.
Surgical treatment was minimal invasive (VATS) in 8 of 11
cases (72%). In 3 cases thoracotomy with lobectomy (n ⫽ 2)
or pneumonectomy (n ⫽ 1) was performed (Table 5).
A 65-year-old man was discharged on day 10 after
uneventful open lobectomy for a 12 mm adenocarcinoma in
the right lung. He was readmitted on day 25 with pneumonia
and died of myocardial infarction with congestive heart
failure on day 34. No other treatment related deaths or
complications were observed.

Pathology
A morphologic diagnosis was obtained in all lung
cancer cases, in 14 cases by histology and 3 cases by
cytology: 2 squamous cell carcinoma, 12 adenocarcinoma,
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and 3 non-small cell carcinoma. No cases of pure bronchioloalveolar carcinoma were observed. In four patients who
were treated with chemotherapy only, the final diagnosis was
obtained by mediastinoscopy, fiberbroncoscopy or transthoracic fine needle biopsy.

DISCUSSION
The screening regimen used in this trial is based primarily on the reports by Claudia Henscke and the Early Lung
Cancer Action Program (ELCAP) group2,3,21,22 and on the
guidelines agreed by the EU-US Collaborative spiral CT
working group under the IASLC. In addition, the regimen
was harmonized with the currently running CT screening trial
in The Netherlands and Belgium (the NELSON trial) 12 to
allow pooling of results.
To our satisfaction the randomization process in this
study did not result in any significant difference between the
CT and the control group with regards to key parameters such
as age, sex, pulmonary lung function, pack years, smoking
status, and social class.
In screening trials the false-positive rate is often of
concern. In the present study the false-positive rate at baseline was 7.9% only, which compares favorably with other
trials3,8,23 where 12 to 19% false positives at baseline have
been reported. In the Mayo Clinic trial almost 69% of
participants had false-positive test results in 3 years of
study,23,24 however, the criteria for a false-positive test differed from the one used here. The psychologic consequences
of false-positive test results are currently evaluated and will
be published separately.
The specificity of CT-detected nodules in the prevalence round of the present study is high (92.6%). However,
high specificity usually implies low sensitivity, which is
supported by a relatively small number of persons diagnosed
with lung cancer. Therefore, some prevalent cancers will
most likely appear at later screenings rounds, as was reported
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TABLE 5. Characteristics of 17 Primary Lung Cancers Found on Screening with CT in the Prevalence Round of the DLCST
Pts no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Sex

Age (yr)

Size (mm)

Stage

TNM Classific

Histology

Treatment

F
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
F
F
F
M

60
56
60
65
52
61
58
63
55
67
58
68
61
59
50
54
59

—
15
93
12
20
30
13
16
19
18
22
18
—
22
—
14
10

3A
1A
3A
1A
1B
3A
3B
1A
1B
3A
1A
1A
3A
1A
3B
3A
1A

T0N2M0
T1N0M0
T3N1M0
T1N0M0
T2N0M0
T2N2M0
T4N2M0
T1N0M0
T2N0M0
T1N2M0
T1N0M0
T1N0M0
T0N2M0
T1N0M0
T0N3M0
T1N2M0
T2N0M0

ACL
SQC
ACL
ACL
ACL
NSCLC
ACL
ACL
ACL
SQC
ACL
ACL
NSCLC
ACL
ACL
NSCLC
ACL

Chemotherapy
VATS lobectomy
Thoracotomy pneumonectomy
Thoracotomy lobectomy
VATS lobectomy
Chemotherapy
VATS lobectomy
Thoracotomy lobectomy
VATS lobectomy
Chemotherapy
VATS lobectomy
VATS lobectomy
Chemotherapy
VATS lobectomy
Refused treatment
Chemotherapy
VATS lobectomy

VATS, video assisted thoracoscopic surgery; ACL, adenocarcinoma; SQC, squamous cell carcinoma; NSCLC, non-small cell carcinoma; TNM, tumor node metastasis; CT,
computed tomography.

by Veronesi et al.25 The extent of this “delayed diagnosis” in
the DLCST will be apparent in the following incidence
screenings and will allow quantification of the number of
false-negative test results.
We discovered 17 cases of lung cancer corresponding
to a detection rate of 0.83% only. This is lower than previously reported by others: 2.7%,3 2.0%,19,23 1.9%,8 1.7%,26
1.3%27 but close to the detection rate in the NELSON trial
(Rob van Klaveren, oral communication, November 2007).
There are many possible explanations for this discrepancy;
the risk profile of the Danish study population (smoking
exposure, age etc) may differ; participation and self-selection
for a screening trial in the United States and Europe may be
different, and the radiologic expertise may differ. We used a
modern multislice CT scanner, and both our radiologists have
more than 10 years of experience in chest radiology.
The distribution of the stage of lung cancers detected in
this trial showed that nine of total 17 LC were stage 1 (53%).
This is lower than in the ELCAP reports3,26 but similar to
other reports.19,27 We expect the proportion of stage 1 cancers
to be higher in the following incidence rounds of screening.
Furthermore, the use of growth and volume doubling time to
detect malignant nodules differ from the ELCAP experience.
Of the 17 patients with cancer only five were judged as
growing by the radiologist, and nine nodules were removed
because of malignant CT morphology at baseline without
waiting for the results of a rescan after 3 months. Three were
referred to oncological treatment because of metastasis to
lymph nodes in the mediastinum. In our experience at baseline CT morphology is important for distinguishing benign
and malignant nodules as also reported by Xu et al.28 Measurement of growth contributed to detection of malignancy in
5 of 17 (29%) of lung cancers, however, this rate may
increase in the incidence screening rounds. The use of growth
as a predictor for malignant disease has still to be evaluated

in more detail. Although five of the six growing nodules were
lung cancer, one did not show growth when evaluated in
retrospect by Siemens software. Three of the five growing
nodules had a VDT less than 400 days. Some studies have
shown that a VDT less than 400 days is suggestive of a
malignant nodule.29 VDT greater than 400 days may be slow
growing tumors that do not develop into clinical cancers and
thereby cause overdiagnosis.29,30 The extent of overdiagnosis
is an important issue, but cannot be evaluated in this trial yet.
Lung cancer cases in the incidence screening rounds and in
the control group must be included in the evaluation, before
any meaningful interpretation can be made. The detection and
treatment of GGO lesions, that presumably represent very
early lung cancer,31,32 may carry a risk of treating lesions that
in some cases may resolve spontaneously and untreated. This
is an exciting new area of research made possible by CT
screening.
The procedure for evaluation and follow-up of nodules
at baseline was apparently safe for the participants. The
burden of diagnostic work up and invasive procedures was
close to that reported by the ELCAP group3,19 and was lower
than previously reported by investigators from the Mayo
clinic.23,24 This may reflect differences in patient selection
and criteria for use of invasive procedures. In the study by
Swensen et al.23 of 1520 individuals 13 participants underwent 15 surgical procedures for benign disease. In this study
(2052 screened) only 2 benign nodules were removed by
local VATS resection. All other nodules that were removed
turned out to be malignant. In a screening setting the number
of invasive procedures should be reduced as much as possible, as is also reflected in the guidelines from the ACCP.33
However, in our study it remains to be seen to what extent the
low false-positive rate and low frequency of invasive procedures has been achieved at the expense of a high rate of
false-negative diagnoses. Truly, malignant nodules missed in
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the prevalence round will inevitably grow and present themselves in the incidence screening rounds.
In this study at baseline 11 of 17 patients (65%) with
lung cancer could be offered surgical treatment, and a high
proportion 8 of 11(72%) was performed as minimal invasive
surgery (VATS lobectomy), illustrating that early detection
of lung cancer implies more minimal invasive treatment
options.
The randomized study design employed in this and
other current trials will, hopefully, in the coming years,
provide information on the efficacy, benefits and hazards of
lung cancer screening. Such knowledge is essential for balanced and nonbiased recommendations for its eventual implementation in health practice.
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Abstract Objective: We examined
the reproducibility of lung nodule
volumetry software that offers three
different volumetry algorithms.
Methods: In a lung cancer screening
trial, 188 baseline nodules >5 mm
were identified. Including follow-ups,
these nodules formed a study-set of
545 nodules. Nodules were independently double read by two readers
using commercially available
volumetry software. The software
offers readers three different
analysing algorithms. We compared
the inter-observer variability of
nodule volumetry when the readers
used the same and different algorithms. Results: Both readers were
able to correctly segment and measure
72% of nodules. In 80% of these

Introduction
Since the introduction of computed tomography (CT), the
technique has improved significantly, and many more
nodules are detected with modern techniques. Thinner
slices and faster rotation time allow a rapid and detailed
evaluation of the lung [1]. Furthermore, low-dose CT
techniques have reduced the radiation exposure and made
use of repeat imaging more acceptable from an ethical
point of view [2, 3].
Assessment of growth is a key issue in the diagnostic
workup of lung nodules found on CT [4]. Rapid growth of

cases, the readers chose the same
algorithm. When readers used the
same algorithm, exactly the same
volume was measured in 50% of
readings and a difference of >25%
was observed in 4%. When the
readers used different algorithms,
83% of measurements showed a
difference of >25%. Conclusion:
Modern volumetric software failed to
correctly segment a high number of
screen detected nodules. While
choosing a different algorithm can
yield better segmentation of a lung
nodule, reproducibility of volumetric
measurements deteriorates substantially when different algorithms were
used. It is crucial even in the same
software package to choose identical
parameters for follow-up.
Keywords Pulmonary nodules .
Volumetry . Segmentation .
Reproducibility . Computed
tomography

lung nodules is associated with malignant lung disease and
repeat imaging is essential [5]. Previously, assessment of
lung nodules was performed manually, by measuring the
nodule in three dimensions (x, y and z) [6]. Recently
pulmonary nodule evaluation software has been launched
that allows for semi-automated volumetric measurements
and is increasingly being used for the diagnostic workup of
lung nodules [7, 8].
In lung cancer screening trials with low-dose CT, nodule
volumetry is increasingly used for follow-up of indeterminate nodules in order to detect growth and thus, identify
suspected malignant lesions [9]. Nodule volumetry software

The study population was selected from the Danish Lung
Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST). The DLCST is a 5-year
trial investigating the effect of annual screening with lowdose CT on lung cancer mortality. Participants were current
or former smokers aged between 50 and 70 years at
inclusion with a smoking history of more than 20 pack
years [12].
The CT images were screened by two radiologists (K.S.
B. and H.H.) and all non-calcified nodules with a diameter
over 5 mm (manual measurement) were included in this
study. All screen-detected nodules were tabulated along
with information regarding the lung segment in which the
nodule was found. In the event of disagreement between
the radiologists consensus was obtained and registered.
Depending on the radiological degree of suspicion, the
nodules were either surgically resected or underwent repeat
imaging after 3 months to evaluate growth. Included in this
study were nodules >5 mm detected at baseline screening
starting November 2004, and their follow-up images up to
April 2008.

acquisition with the following acquisition parameters:
section collimation 16×0.75 mm, pitch 1.5 and rotation
time 0.5 s. Images were reconstructed with 3-mm slice
thickness at 1.5-mm increments using a soft algorithm
(Kernel A) [12].
The reproducibility readings of the present study were
done by two trained observers (1st reader, H.A., and 2nd
reader, B.d.H.) with more than 2 years’ experience in
evaluating lung screening imaging with semi-automated
nodule volumetry software [11] (Syngo LungCARE CT,
Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). The
observers were participating in different screening trials,
the Danish DLSCT (H.A.) and the Dutch-Belgian
NELSON (B.d.H.) trials. To ensure that nodules were
correctly matched, a CT slice on which the nodule was
clearly marked was available for both readers. Otherwise
each reader was blinded to the readings of the other reader.
The analysis procedure for solid nodules consisted of a
step-up approach in which first the Small size algorithm
was tried, and in the event of failure of proper segmentation
the All sizes algorithm was tried. This evaluation was
performed independently by the two readers. In particular,
the following steps were taken: after positioning a seed
point in the nodule, the software produced a visual threedimensional (3D) presentation of the detected nodule
highlighting the voxels of the nodule for which the volume
was calculated (Fig. 1). If the segmentation was visually
judged to include the whole nodule and no surrounding
structures such as vessels and pleura, the segmentation was
considered successful. If this visual validation of the
nodule showed incorrect segmentation, the reader tried to
segment the nodule three times with the same algorithm
before concluding that the nodule could not be correctly
segmented by this algorithm. In the case of part-solid
nodules, only the solid part was analysed either with the
Small size or the All sizes algorithm. The Subsolid
algorithm was applied in the case of pure non-solid ground
glass opacity.
Bland-Altman plots were used to compare volumetric
results for those nodules in which the readers had used the
same algorithm and for those nodules in which the readers
had used different algorithms. Results were analysed using
R statistical software version 2.7.1, and a significance level
of 0.05 was applied. The differences between readers were
normally distributed. An F-test was used to compare the
variances achieved with the various algorithms.

Methods

Results

All imaging was performed on multidetector (MD) CT (16row, MX 8000 IDT, Philips Medical Systems, Cleveland,
Ohio, USA). Imaging was performed supine at full
inspiration in the caudo-cranial direction including the
entire lungs. A low-dose technique with 140 kV and
40 mAs was used. Imaging was performed with spiral data

At baseline screening, 188 nodules were found in 161
participants. Including repeat imaging for follow-up of
these nodules, 545 nodules on 488 CTs could be included
in this study. In 154 of the 545 nodules (28%), one (10%)
or both (18%) readers were unable to correctly segment the
nodule using all available segmentation algorithms. In the

is available from various vendors but has been shown to vary
with respect to absolute measured volume as well as
reproducibility of volumetric measurements [10].
Correct segmentation of a pulmonary nodule is the
prerequisite for accurate volumetry. In this study, we
examined one particular volumetry software package [11]
that approaches the issue of nodule segmentation by
providing three distinct segmentation options, which
include a generic segmentation (All sizes) and two
segmentation options that are specifically aimed at small
nodules (Small size) and non-solid nodules (Subsolid). We
examined inter-observer variability in a lung cancer
screening setting under the condition that observers
would start with one specific algorithm and then chose to
step up to the next algorithms should nodule segmentation
with the first one fail. We compared inter-observer
variability if both observers chose the same algorithm
and if they chose different algorithms. For each approach
the percentage of nodules in which differences in measured
volumes exceeded 25% was recorded.

Materials and methods
Patients

Fig. 1 Screenshot of Siemens LungCARE software. The right lower window displays a visual 3D presentation of the nodule

remaining 391 cases in which both readers found at least
one algorithm that correctly segmented the nodule, they
chose the same algorithm in 311 cases (80%) (Table 1).
When the two readers chose the same algorithm, they
found exactly the same volume in 50% of cases. In 4% of
cases, the difference in volume was larger than 25%. The
percentage variation in volume measurements (percent of
minimal reading) between readers was significantly
smaller for the Subsolid algorithm compared with the All
sizes algorithm (F-test, p<0.001), which again had less
variation than the Small size algorithm (F-test, p<0.001)
(Fig. 2). However, when measuring the variation in
absolute terms (i.e. mm3), the Small size algorithm showed
least variability and All sizes algorithms had the highest
variability (p<0.01, data not shown).
When the readers chose different algorithms, the volume
determined by the Subsolid algorithm was always larger
than that obtained with the All sizes algorithm (p<0.001),

which again was always larger than that of the Small size
algorithm (Fig. 3) (p<0.001). All sizes measurements were
on average 89% (95% CI: 60–118%) larger than Small
size measurement of the same nodule, and in 80% All sizes
readings were more than 25% larger than Small size
readings. Subsolid measurements were always more than
25% larger than readings using one of the algorithms for
solid nodules, i.e. Small size or All sizes. On average
volumetric results obtained with the Subsolid algorithm
were 1,428% (95% CI: 508–2,347%) larger than those
from algorithms for solid nodules (Table 1, Fig. 4a-c).

Discussion
In this study we examined one particular volumetry
software package (LungCARE CT version VE25A, Siemens
Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) that offers several

Table 1 Algorithm applied by two readers, nodule characteristics and differences between readings
Algorithm of
1st reader

Same
Small size
algorithms All sizes
Subsolid
Total
Different Small size
algorithms All sizes
Small/All sizes
Subsolid
Total

Algorithm of
2nd reader

Small size
All sizes
Subsolid

No. of nodule Volume of nodules, Difference between readers (1st – 2nd)
readings, (%) Mean (range) mm3 Mean (SD)
Range
No difference Difference
Percent of minimal reading
in volume
in volume
>25%

252 (65)
36 (9)
23 (6)
311 (80)
All sizes
35 (9)
Small size
34(8)
Subsolid
11 (3)
Small/All sizes 0 (0)
80 (20)

160 (7–2,088)
1,056 (146–3,486)
392 (51–1,296)
281 (7–3,486)
255 (6–995)
304 (9–1,780)
249 (5–2,107)
–
275 (5-2,107)

algorithms for the analysis of nodules depending on the
morphology of the nodule. Former versions of the software
without this option have been tested [13–15]. Although
several options may broaden the utility of the software, full
understanding of these new features and a high reproducibility of measurements is a key issue before software can be
used in clinical decision-making. We found volumetric
measurements of screen-detected nodules were reasonably
reproducible when readers used the same algorithm. However, it is not a good idea to use a step-up approach with
different segmentation algorithms in order to try to optimise

Fig. 2 Bland-Altman plots
when the same algorithm was
chosen by both readers. Small
size=252 nodules, All sizes=36
nodules and Subsolid=23 nodules. Dotted lines indicate 25%
variation. Because of the relationship between nodule size
and variability (and to simplify),
lines corresponding to the 95%
confidence interval (CI) were
omitted

−1 (11)
1 (6)
−1 (3)
0 (10)
−100 (154)
77 (74)
−1,428 (1,368)
–
−207 (705)

−65 to 48
−14 to 31
−5 to 8
−65 to 48
−890 to −6
14–406
−4,379 to −196
–
−4,379 to 406

58%
22%
4%
50%
0%
0%
0%
–
0%

4%
3%
0%
4%
77%
82%
100%
–
83%

nodule segmentation. Even if the vendor offers different
algorithms within the same software package, you should
always stick to the same algorithm and record it in order to
avoid massive measurement errors.
In the NELSON lung cancer screening trial, where
nodules were segmented by volumetry software, volume
measurements were identical in a very high percentage
(89%) [13]. However, as in other recently published studies
[14, 15], this study excluded subsolid, semi-solid, pleurabased and vessel-connected nodules. Only nodules surrounded by lung tissue (intraparenchymal nodules) were

Fig. 3 Bland-Altman plots
when the readers chose different
algorithms. Small size/All sizes=
35 nodules, All sizes/Small
size=34 nodules and All sizes/
Small size – Subsolid=11
nodules. Dotted lines indicate
25% variation. Because of the
relationship between nodule size
and variability (and to simplify),
lines corresponding to the 95%
CI were omitted

included, and they are known to be more reproducible
when evaluated by pulmonary nodule evaluation software
[15]. In a study [15] by the NELSON group of 4,225
nodules in 2,239 participants, they found complete
agreement in volume in 86% and a disagreement ≥25%
in 2% of nodules only. However, this study included solid
15- to 500-mm3 nodules only, and if readers manually
modified the volume in the prospective lung cancer
screening study, the nodules were excluded as well. In

the present study no nodules were excluded; we also
included semi-solid and ground-glass lesions which, in our
opinion, will provide a more representative result, as in
everyday clinical practice all sorts of nodules must be
assessed.
In 28% of the readings, at least one of the readers could
not determine the volume (n=154). The relatively high
number of nodules that could not be measured emphasises
the necessity of visual validation of nodule segmentation

Fig. 4 The same nodule analysed at the same time with the Subsolid (a), Small size (b) and All sizes (c) algorithms

with skilled human interference in the reading process and
demonstrates why fully automated detection of lung
nodules is still unrealistic with the currently tested stateof-art software. A semi-automatic approach with a manual
selection of nodules and supervision of the nodule
rendering procedure is necessary to ensure accuracy of
the volumetric measurement.
When comparing the difference between measurement
in percent of the minimal volume the inter-observer
variability was highest for Small size measurements and
least using the Subsolid algorithm (p<0.01) (Fig. 2).
However, when comparing volume differences in absolute
values Small size measurements showed the least variability and All sizes the highest (p<0.01) (data not shown).
This is because the size of the nodule has great influence on
the variation coefficient, which is visualised in Fig. 2 where
variability increases with decreasing volume. This effect is
also seen when different algorithms are applied (Fig. 3); the
difference between the readers tends to be smaller with
increasing nodule size. Based on our data, it could not be
decided which algorithm was most reproducible, because
the algorithm was not randomly chosen. Furthermore, the
variability of the volume measurement depended on
several factors, such as nodule size, morphological
characteristics of the nodule, and whether the variability
was calculated in relative or in absolute terms.
One explanation for the observed volume disagreement
between two readers is related to the fact that semiautomatic volumetric measurements may vary according to the
positioning of the seed point by the observer, which is a
non-automated part of the procedure. When a spherical 3D
template gradually expands from the seed point, different
starting positions within the nodules may lead to different
volumetric results. Obviously, the chance of picking the
same seed point is inversely related to the size of the
nodule, and this may explain the high percentage of
identical readings when using the Small size algorithm
(Table 1).
In 20% of the correctly segmented nodules (n=80), the
readers used different algorithms to analyse the same
nodule, and this had a significant influence on the volume
measured. If the same nodule was measured with two
different algorithms, the All sizes measurements were
always larger than the measurements in which the Small
size algorithm was used, and usually (80%) the difference
in volume exceeded 25%. Furthermore, measurements
performed with the Subsolid algorithm were always
(Fig. 4a) larger than the Small size/All sizes measurements
(Fig. 4b, c). This shows that the Subsolid algorithm detects
a larger volume compared with the solid algorithms, as
part-solid nodules usually have a solid core surrounded by
a larger subsolid sphere. The difference between All sizes
and Small size measurements is less obvious and tended to
be smaller with increasing nodule size (Fig. 3).
Some previous studies have indicated that a minimal
growth of 25% is required to avoid confusion with random

measurement variability [14–16]. In the NELSON and
DLCST trials, the limit of 25% growth is implemented in
the study protocol. Growth <25% is considered insignificant and no special follow-up is required, only nodules
that grow >25% are referred for additional diagnostic
workup [9, 12]. Therefore, when using pulmonary nodule
evaluation software for repeated nodule measurements the
variability should be <25%. Otherwise, variability >25% in
repeated measurements may result in false-positive growth
estimation.
The NELSON group has reported on the variability of
volume analysis using pulmonary nodule evaluation software, and in one of their first studies analysing 430 nodules
[13] they found for nodules with a discrepancy between
two readings that 95% of the variability was between −22%
and 29%. However, for most nodules (89%) there was no
difference between readings. The variability was above
25%, i.e. false positive growth, in only 1.2% of nodules. In
a later study of 218 nodules also from the NELSON group
[14], variability was found to be dependent on nodule size
as the variability lowered with increasing size, which was
consistent with our findings (Fig. 3). In this study [14]
significant growth was defined as being growth beyond the
95% CI of the variability, which was estimated to be −21%
to 24%, which was comparable to the first study [13].
Furthermore, the NELSON group investigated the influence of nodule morphology and concluded that for
irregular nodules the cut-off point for significant growth
should be at 30% relative growth and only 15% for
spherical nodules. These findings were later confirmed in a
large study from NELSON [15] consisting of 2,367
nodules which also included attached nodules. The odds
ratio for irregular nodules having variability above 15%
was 9.1 (95% CI: 6.1–15.1) compared with spherical
nodules. In all the NELSON studies [13–15] the same
software package (LungCARE) was applied, and a comparison of the performances of six different software
packages showed that none of the systems had a variability
for adequately segmented nodules of more than 22.3%
[10]. Overall, the studies above comply well with the 25%
definition of significant growth used in most lung cancer
screening trials [9, 12, 16]. However, when analysing
subgroups of nodules dependent on size and morphology,
the cut-off of 25% may be challenged, as smaller size and
irregular nodules may require a higher cut-off. A recent
study [17] further challenged the 25% definition of
significant growth by suggesting that even 30% observed
growth may not prove real growth. In our study, 4% had
variability over 25% when the same algorithm was applied,
and use of different algorithms resulted in 83% variability
above 25% (Table 1). As mentioned previously, we also
observed larger variability for smaller nodules, indicating
the inappropriateness of applying the same threshold for
growth to all nodules. To avoid false-positive growth,
which is essential in lung cancer screening programs, the
size and morphology of the nodule should be taken into

account and a sensible and customised approach to the
definition of significant growth should be applied.
This study has limitations. Although the software is
widely used, all results reported are valid only for the
particular software release we used (LungCARE VE025A).
Furthermore, we used a 3-mm slice thickness, while 1-mm
slices are preferred because segmentation accuracy and
reproducibility has proven to be superior with the use of the
thin slices [18]. However, in the DLCST the radiologist used
3-mm slices when screening for nodules [12], and therefore
this slice thickness was chosen in the present study.
We consider it to be a strength of the study that all
nodules were included, and not just nodules surrounded by
lung tissue (intraparenchymal nodules). Also the fact that
the double readings were performed in two institutions in
different countries strengthens the external validity of the
study. The readers were completely blinded in the sense
that they had no information regarding the choice of
algorithm or the results of the other reader.
The development of new and improved pulmonary
nodule evaluation software is a promising tool for the
diagnostic workup of indeterminate lung nodules. In this
context, the reproducibility of the volumetric measurements is a key issue before the results can be used in
everyday clinical decision making. New versions of
software are not always comparable with former versions.
Siemens syngo LungCARE CT version VE25A used in the
DLCST allowed the choice of various algorithms for the
analysis of lung nodules. Former versions of the software
used in the NELSON study did not have this option. The

use of different algorithms presents a challenge when
pooling data from several trials with the aim of gaining
more statistical power, as volumetric measurements may
not be directly comparable. A complete and independent
understanding and validation of the different software
packages requires full access to technical details behind the
algorithm, and this is usually incompatible with the policy
of software companies. However, a close cooperation
between clinicians and software companies is desirable to
ensure continued development of high-quality software.

Conclusion
We found volumetric measurements to be reproducible
using Siemens syngo LungCARE CT version VE25A,
when using the same nodule-analysing algorithm. Modern
volumetric software failed to correctly segment a high
number of manually detected screen nodules (28%).
Provided the same software algorithm was used, 96% of
the volumetric measurements showed a variability of less
than 25%. However, segmentation algorithms within the
same software package cannot be used interchangeably,
and using the same analysing algorithm is essential for
correct longitudinal assessment of lung nodules.
Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution Noncommercial License which
permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Abstract
Purpose:
In lung cancer screening the ability to distinguish malignant and benign nodules is a key issue. This
study evaluates the ability of positron-emission tomography (PET) and volume doubling time
(VDT) to discriminate between benign and malignant nodules.
Materials and methods:
From the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial participants (50-70 years >20 pack years) with
indeterminate nodules who were referred to a 3-month rescan were investigated. Resected nodules
and benign nodules (i.e. stable for at least 2 years) were included. In between the 3-month rescan
participants were referred to PET. Uptake on PET was categorised as most likely benign to
malignant (grade 1 to 4). VDT was calculated from volume measurements on repeated CT scans
using semi automated pulmonary nodule evaluation software. ROC analyses were used to determine
sensitivity and specificity of PET and VDT.
Results:
A total of 54 nodules were included, lung cancer prevalence was 37 % (n= 20), 50% were men. In
the multivariate model both PET (OR=2.63, p<0.01) and VDT (OR=2.69, p<0.01) predicted lung
cancer. Sensitivity and specificity of both PET and VDT was 71% and 91% respectively. Cut-off
point for malignancy was PET >2 and VDT < 1 year respectively. Combining PET and VDT
resulted in a sensitivity of 90% and a specificity of 82%, cut-off point was either PET or VDT
indicating malignancy.
Conclusion:
We found PET and VDT to be useful tools in the diagnostic work up of screen-detected nodules.
Both predict lung cancer independently of each other. We recommend the use of both PET and
VDT in combination when screening for lung cancer with low dose CT.
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Introduction
The majority of patients with lung cancer are diagnosed due to symptoms, and therefore in a late
stage of the disease. The overall prognosis for lung cancer at this stage is poor with a 5-year
survival below 10% [1][2]. In hope of bettering the prognosis of lung cancer, there has been focus
on screening with low dose Multi Detector Computed Tomography (MDCT) [3] [4]. The aim is to
find the lung cancer at an earlier stage and hereby to improve prognosis [5] [6] [7] [8]. Screendetected nodules are assessed by morphological features or repeated scans [9]. In case of suspected
malignancy the patient is referred to further diagnostic work-up. In this context the ability to
distinguish malignant and benign nodules is a key issue.
Recently positron emission tomography (PET) has been shown to be able to discriminate between
malignant and benign nodules [10]. Increased cell metabolism in malignant nodules can be
visualised by increased uptake of 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) on a PET scan. 18F-FDG PET
combined with CT is very valuable for preoperative staging of lung cancer [11]. But in screening
settings the value of PET is unsettled, because the majority of detected nodules are small
approaching the resolution power of PET scanners.
Possible growth of lung nodules can be assessed by repeat CT scans. Rapid growth rate is a feature
of malignancy, whereas benign nodules usually grow much slower [6] [9][12][13]. Nodules that
stay stable over a period of at least 2 years have a low probability of malignancy and are usually
categorized as benign [14] [15]. Therefore, in lung cancer screening volume doubling time (VDT)
of nodules is a key parameter. VDT is defined as the number of days in which the nodule doubles
its volume. Low VDT indicates rapid growth and a VDT less than 400 days has been suggested as
the best cut off between benignity and malignancy [9] [16].
The volume of a nodule can be determined by measuring the x, y and z dimensions. New
semiautomatic computer aided detection (CAD) software allows more accurate volumetric
measurement. [17] [18] [19]. This technique is a reproducible and promising new field in early lung
cancer detection and diagnosis [20] [21] [22].
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A high sensitivity and specificity is crucial when using PET or VDT as adjuncts in screening. On
one hand the aim is to detect as many nodules with cancer as possible, and on the other hand to
avoid unnecessary surgery by removing benign nodules.

Aim
The aim of this study was to evaluate the ability of PET, VDT and the combination of PET and
VDT to discriminate between benignity and malignancy among nodules found to be indeterminate
for malignancy in a lung cancer screening trial with low dose CT.

Material and Method
Study population.
The study population was selected from the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST)[6].
DLCST is a randomised 5-year trial investigating the effect of annual screening with low dose CT
on the mortality of lung cancer. Participants were current or former smokers of both sexes at an age
between 50-70 years at inclusion with a smoking history of more than 20 pack years. Participants
had to be able to climb 2 flights of stairs (around 36 steps) without pausing. FEV1 was at least 30%
of predicted normal. Ineligible were those applicants with body weight above 130 kg or previous
treatment for lung cancer, breast cancer, malignant melanoma or hypernephroma. Individuals with a
history of any other cancer within 5 years or tuberculosis within 2 years or any serious illness that
would shorten life expectancy to less than 10 years were also excluded.

Imaging
All CT scans in the DLCST were performed on a MDCT scanner (16 slice Philips Mx 8000) at
Gentofte University Hospital. Scans were performed supine after full inspiration with a caudocranial scan direction including the entire ribcage and with a low dose technique with 140 kV and
40 mAs. Scans were performed with spiral data acquisition with the following acquisition
parameters: collimation 16×0.75 mm, pitch 1.5 and rotation time 0.5 second. Images were
reconstructed with 3 mm slice thickness using a soft algorithm [6].

Low dose CT screening.
Two radiologists (KB, HH) assessed the CT images and nodules were categorized into different
groups on the basis of size and morphology as part of the DLCST nodule workup: Nodules up to 15
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mm in maximal diameter with benign characteristics (for calcified nodules up to 20 mm) and
nodules below 5 mm were tabulated and no further action taken. Solid nodules with a diameter
between 5 and 15 mm and non-solid nodules up to 20 mm not classified as benign were considered
indeterminate and were rescanned after 3 months. These nodules are analysed in this study.
Between the initial scan and the rescan after 3 months participants with indeterminate nodules were
referred to a PET scan at Rigshospitalet. Nodules exceeding 15 mm (non solid >20 mm) were
referred for diagnostic workup and are not included in this study

Nodule selection
Included were all indeterminate nodules, which were both rescanned after 3 months and PET
scanned. Furthermore, only nodules where a diagnosis was obtained by biopsy or nodules that were
stable or regressed during a two-year period were included in the study. The first nodule was
included June 2005 and the last November 2008. To insure at least two years of stability or
regression nodules detected after April 2007 were only included if a biopsy with a final diagnosis
was obtained.

Volume analysis
The selected nodules were analysed using Siemens syngo LungCARE CT version VE25A. It is a
computer aided detection (CAD) software that allows for volumetric 3D analysis of lung nodules.
Siemens syngo LungCARE CT was validated through double reading analyses and is used in both
DLCST and the Dutch- Belgian screening trial (NELSON). With this software the volume of the
nodule can be calculated and possible growth between initial scan and 3-month rescan can be
determined. From the volume measurements and the time between the measurements it is possible
to calculate the volume doubling time (VDT) using the following formula [9]:
VDT (days) = ln(2) x ∆t / ln(V2/V1)
∆t is the time (days) between scans (approximately 3 months); V1 and V2 are the initial volume and
3 months later, respectively. If a reliable volume estimate could not be made due to software
limitations, manual (x, y, z) measurements from the radiologist were used to determine volume and
possible growth between scans.
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Positron emission tomography (PET)
18

F-Fluoro-deoxyglucose-PET (FDG-PET)–low dose CT scanning was obtained in the Department

of Clinical Physiology, Nuclear Medicine and PET, Rigshospitalet. After a 6-hr fast 400 MBq 18FFDG was given intravenously and after a 1-hr rest the patient was scanned over the chest with the
use of an integrated PET/CT system (GE Discovery LS, GE Healthcare or Siemens Biograph 16
PET/CT, Siemens Medical Systems, Knoxville, US). PET was acquired with 5 min emission scan
per table position and reconstructed by filtered back projection and ordered-subset expectationmaximization (OSEM) with data from the low dose CT scan (50 mAs, 120 kV, 0.5 s per rotation,
pitch of 6 and 3 mm slice thickness) used for attenuation correction.
A specialist in nuclear medicine (AL, JM) visually evaluated the 18F-FDG-PET uptake of the lung
nodule and compared it with background and the blood pool of the mediastinum. The

18

F-FDG

uptake was categorized as: (1) no uptake (most likely benign nodule), (2) low uptake (probably
benign), (3) moderate uptake (probably malignant), (4) high uptake (most likely malignant). A
standardized uptake value (SUV) was not used, since we have earlier found it questionable in small
sized nodules [23].

Statistics
Characteristics of the participants were compared using student’s t-test and the chi-square test
where appropriate. VDT was transformed to 365/VDT to ensure a monotonic increase in the risk of
malignancy and a (more) normal distribution. Moreover, VDT was defined as positive for growing
nodules and negative for nodules that regressed. For nodules of unchanged size at 3 month,
365/VDT was set to 0. The latter proved to be the case only for nodules that were measured
manually by the radiologists. For nodules regressing completely 365/VDT was set to -5
corresponding to a half-life of a couple of months.
Based on VDT nodules were also categorized into 3 groups: regressing nodules (group 1, VDT ≤ 0),
slowly growing nodules (group 2, VDT > 1 year (365 days) and rapidly growing nodules (group 3,
VDT ≤ 1 year (365 days). PET results were scaled from 1 to 4 with increasing FDG-PET uptake.
The ability of PET and VDT to distinguish between malignant and benign nodules was analysed
using logistic regression models with cancer/benignity as outcome and PET, VDT and other
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characteristics (see table 1) as explanatory variables. Furthermore PET and VDT were analysed as
diagnostic tools using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Finally the combination of
both PET and VDT was analysed using logistic regression and ROC models. R statistical software
version 2.7.1 was used for the statistical analyses, and a significance level of 0.05 was applied.

Results
The inclusion criteria were met by 53 participants with a total of 54 nodules, and the prevalence of
cancer was 37 % (20/54). One patient participated twice in the study. He had two nodules; one was
detected at baseline (benign nodule), the other at incidence round (malignant nodule). Patient and
nodule characteristics are seen in Table 1.
Table 1: Characteristics of the participants and nodules.

Nodule

Participants**

Characteristic

Benign

Malignant

N=34

n=20

P value

Women / Men

n

18 / 16

9 / 11

0.78

Current / former smoker

n

27 / 7

14 / 6

0.65

Mean FEV1 (SD)

L

2.5 (0.6)

2.3 (0.6)

0.15

Mean FEV1 % predicted (SD)

85 (18)

77 (18)

0.11

Mean pack years (SD)

42 (17)

39 (10)

0.56

Mean maximal diameter (SD) mm

15 (8)

13 (7)

0.25

Solid / semisolid / GGO

n

20 / 5 / 9

15 / 4 / 1

0.15

Round* (prevalence/incidence)

n

24 /10

8/ 12

0.03

PET group 1 / 2 / 3 / 4

n

28 / 3 / 1 / 2

5 / 1 / 2 / 12

<0.001

VDT group 1 / 2 / 3

n

23 / 8 / 3

2 / 4 / 14

<0.001

* Round indicates the screening round in which the nodule was first observed.
** One male participated twice in the study. He had two nodules; one at baseline (benign),
the other at incidence round (malignant).
GGO = ground glass opacity.
PET and VDT groups 1 indicate benignity, the higher the no. indicates more likely
malignancy.
As regards growth at three months, two nodules regressed completely, 15 regressed partly (i.e. had
a negative VDT), 8 were stable, and 29 grew larger (i.e. had a positive VDT). The 8 nodules that
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were designated as stable could not be segmented correctly by the (LungCARE) software, and
instead the radiologists’ manual measurements were used, and these 8 nodules were all stable for at
least 2 years and were classified as benign. Of the 29 growing nodules, 12 nodules had a VDT > 1
year, and the remaining 15 nodules had a VDT < 1 year.

Logistic regression analyses
In a univariate logistic regression analysis with cancer/benignity as outcome, the screening round
(prevalence or incidence), PET and VDT were the only characteristics of table 1 that reached
statistical significance. PET and VDT were highly and equally significant (p<0.001), whereas
screening round had a relatively low significance (p=0.03) that disappeared in multivariate models
that included either PET or VDT. The best multivariate model included both PET and VDT, and the
results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Logistic regression analysis with cancer/benignity as outcome
Explanatory
variable

Univariate model
Odds
ratio

95% CI

Multivariate model
p-

Odds

value

ratio

95% CI

pvalue

PET

3.24

1.92 – 6.15

<0.001

2.63

1.44 – 5.40

0.003

VDT

4.53

2.10 – 12.57 <0.001

3.69

1.61 – 10.75

0.006

95% CI = 95% confidence interval

ROC analysis of PET and VDT and the combination of both
Categorical PET (1-4) and VDT (1-3) values were graphed as ROC curves (Figure 1). For both PET
and VDT the best cut-off (i.e. with the best combination of sensitivity and specificity) was between
group 2 and 3, and when using this cut-off the sensitivity was 71% and the specificity 91% for both
PET and VDT. Based on this cut-off a combined variable was constructed as follows:
•

Group A: Both PET and VDT indicated benignity (i.e. PET ≤ 2 and VDT ≤ 2).

•

Group B: Either PET or VDT indicated malignancy (i.e. PET ≥ 3 or VDT = 3)

•

Group C: Both PET and VDT indicated malignancy (i.e. PET ≥ 3 and VDT = 3)

The combined variable showed the best combination of sensitivity (90%) and specificity (82%) at a
cut-off between group 1 and 2. ROC curves of PET, VDT and the combination are shown in Figure
1. Cancer rates for each combination of PET and VDT are seen in Table 3. The rate of categorizing
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nodules falsely was 5 % (2/40) when PET and VDT agreed (PET+VDT group A and C) compared
to 43 % (6/14) when PET and VDT differed (PET+VDT group B, p<0.01).

Figure 1: ROC curves for PET, VDT and the combination.
Table 3: Cancer rates for a variable combining PET and VDT
Group

Result

Benign

Malignant

Cancer Rate

(n)

(n)

%

A

Both PET and VDT negative

28

2

5%

B

PET and VDT differed

6

8

57%

C

Both PET and VDT positive

0

10

100%

Discussion
When screening for lung cancer, unnecessary invasive surgical procedures on benign lung nodules
should be kept at a minimum. The substantial risk in relation to undergoing surgical resection of a
cancer suspected nodule should not be neglected. Even though minimal invasive techniques are
available, not all hospitals offer these treatments and in many cases the resection is only possible
with an open thoracotomy procedure. This increases the risk of complications and mortality, which
ultimately can damage a potential beneficial effect of lung cancer screening. On the other hand
correct diagnosis of a malignant nodule is essential for the survival of patients with lung cancer.
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Therefore use of diagnostic tools that can distinguish benign and malignant nodules from each other
are crucial before deciding upon whether a nodule is to be sent for invasive procedure. In this study
both PET and VDT predicted lung cancer; we found significant (p<0.01) coefficients in the
univariate and multivariate logistical models (Table 2). PET and VDT predicted lung cancer
independently of each other. The fact that both PET and VDT were significant in the multivariate
analysis indicate that the combination of both was better to predict lung cancer than PET and VDT
alone.

A
B
C
Figure 2: PET and VDT differ: Volumetric measurement of nodule at baseline (A) and 3
month later at rescan (B). VDT was calculated to 186 days. PET scan (C) was negative, area
with nodule highlighted with red circle. Nodule was removed and was diagnosed as lung
cancer (adenocarcinoma).

In the ROC analysis cut off values for malignancy using VDT (<365) and PET (>2) is consistent
with former clinical trials. This resulted in the highest sensitivity (71%) and specificity (91%) for
both PET and VDT (Table 3). Especially in screening settings where asymptomatic participants are
being investigated a high specificity is of importance. This will asure correct identification of the
healthy participants so that they avoid unnecessary procedures. On the other hand, a high specificity
should not be at the expense of the sensitivity. Combining PET and VDT using the cut off from the
ROC analysis resulted in the highest sensitivity (90%) and specificity (82%), which again
underlines additive effects of PET and VDT. The ROC curve for the combination performed better
than PET and VDT alone covering both underlying curves (Figure 1).
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F

D
E
Figure 3: PET and VDT differ: Volumetric measurement of nodule at baseline (D) and 3
month later at rescan (E). VDT was calculated to -1949 days. PET scan (F) was positive, area
with nodule highlighted with red circle. Nodule was removed and was diagnosed as lung
cancer (adenocarcinoma).

Our study suggests that when PET and VDT both agree there is little probability of false diagnosis
(5%) as compared to when PET and VDT differ (43%, p<0.01) (Figure 2 and 3). We therefore
recommend nodules to be considered benign, when both PET and VDT are negative. These nodules
should be scheduled for rescanning the next year as part of the regular screening regime. If both
PET and VDT indicate malignancy, i.e. a positive PET result and a VDT under one year, we
recommend referral for biopsy and further diagnostic work-up because of high probability of
cancer. In fact, all cases, where PET and VDT were positive, were malignant in our study.
If PET and VDT disagree the outcome seems more uncertain as 57% of the nodules were malignant
and 43% benign. We do not recommend these nodules to be investigated through invasive methods,
because of the risk associated and because a substantial part are benign. On the other hand these
nodules cannot be left without any action taken, since the risk of malignancy is high. We
recommend close follow-up rescan to determine a new VDT and also a new PET scanning in order
to monitor the development of the nodule. A new 3 month rescan is part of the diagnostic work-up
in most screening trials, and this could well be used in the diagnostic clarification of these nodules.
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This study has some limitations; first of all a larger number of nodules is warranted. A significant
part of the benign nodules were found in the prevalence round. This is due to the inclusion criteria
in which 2 years stability was necessary; this could only be insured in nodules from the prevalence
round. Nodules from incidence round are more frequently malignant because only those from which
a biopsy was obtained are included. The chance of a malignant outcome is higher when a biopsy
was obtained. Because of this selection bias this study cannot investigate if nodules found in
incidence rounds of screening are more malignant. This is an important issue which should be
investigated in future studies, since it may give details to the progression of lung cancer in
screening trials.
In conclusion we found PET and VDT to be useful tools in the diagnostic work up of screendetected nodules. Both predict lung cancer independently of each other and both supplement each
other; combined a sensitivity of 90% and a specificity of 82% was found. A PET positive nodule
with a VDT under 1 year has a high probability of malignancy, and invasive diagnostic workup
should be conducted. Negative result from PET and VDT suggest benign lesion. When the PET and
VDT conclusion differ close follow-up is necessary because of high probability of malignancy. We
recommend the use of both PET and VDT in combination for diagnostic work-up of screen-detected
indeterminate nodules.
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ABSTRACT
Background: The effect of low-dose CT screening for
lung cancer on smoking habits has not been reported in
large randomised controlled trials.
Methods: This study evaluated the effect on smoking
habits of screening with low-dose CT at 1-year follow up
in the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST), a
5-year randomised controlled trial comprising 4104
subjects; 2052 subjects received annual low-dose CT
scan (CT group) and 2052 received no intervention
(control group). Participants were healthy current and
former smokers (.4 weeks since smoking cessation)
with a tobacco consumption of .20 pack years. Smoking
habits were determined at baseline and at annual
screening. Smoking status was verified using exhaled
carbon monoxide levels. Lung function tests, nicotine
dependency and motivation to quit smoking were
assessed. Quit rates and relapse rates were determined
at 1-year follow-up for all subjects.
Results: At 1 year the quit rates among smokers were
11.9% in the CT group and 11.8% in the control group
(p = 0.95). Relapse rates for former smokers were 10.0%
and 10.5% in the CT and control groups, respectively
(p = 0.81). Significant predictors (p,0.05) for smoking
cessation were: high motivation to quit, low dependency,
low ratio of forced expiratory volume in 1 s to forced vital
capacity, low pack years, higher age, longer period of
abstinence and CT findings necessitating 3-month repeat
CT scans.
Conclusions: Overall, quit rates were similar in the CT
and control group at 1-year follow-up, with a net quit rate
of 6.0%. Quit rates were higher and relapse rate lower
among subjects with initial CT findings that necessitated a
repeat scan 3 months later.

Cigarette smoking is the leading cause of lung
cancer, accounting for over 90% of all lung
cancers.1 2 Most patients with lung cancer are
diagnosed at an advanced stage as the onset of
symptoms is often late. Lung cancer screening
programmes with low-dose CT scanning are
currently being evaluated in the hope of detecting
lung cancer at an earlier stage and thereby
improving survival.3–8
In this context, it has been claimed that screening for lung cancer with CT would provide
participants with a ‘‘license to smoke’’ and facilitate continued smoking, or even increase the
amount smoked. Any potential benefits of screening in the form of improved survival from lung
cancer may therefore be at risk. On the other hand,
a few studies (without control groups) have
indicated that screening may provide a ‘‘teachable
388

moment’’ and promote smoking cessation.9 A 14%
quit rate was reported in lung cancer screening
programmes at 1-year follow-up,10 11 which is
higher than the quit rate of approximately 1–4%
in the general population,12 although these figures
may not be directly comparable. To date, no
randomised controlled trials have investigated the
effect of lung cancer screening programmes on
participants’ smoking habits.
The purpose of this study was to investigate
whether participation in the Danish Lung Cancer
Screening Trial (DLCST) influenced smoking
habits. The DLCST is a 5-year randomised trial
that enrolled 4104 participants who were equally
randomised to either annual screening with CT of
the chest or no intervention (fig 1). The DLCST
therefore provides a unique opportunity to study
the influence of CT screening on smoking habits.
This paper presents the results at 1-year follow-up.

METHODS
Study population
Individuals volunteered for the DLCST by responding to advertisements in local and regional free
newspapers. Participants were men and women
aged 50–70 years with no lung cancer-related
symptoms. Between 1 November 2004 and 31
March 2006, a total of 4104 participants (mean age
58 years; 45% women) were enrolled after receiving both oral and written information about the
trial and signing informed consent papers. The trial
is being performed in one institution in Denmark:
Gentofte University Hospital, Copenhagen.
Participants were randomised by a computer
program (random permuted blocks of 10 participants) to either annual screening by low-dose CT
of the chest (CT group) or no intervention (control
group). The ongoing study is scheduled to last
5 years: an initial (prevalence) screening followed
by four annual (incidence) screenings.
Study participants are current or ex-smokers
with a history of at least 20 pack-years. Exsmokers had to have quit smoking after the age
of 50 years and less than 10 years ago. All
participants were able to climb two flights of stairs
without pausing. Pulmonary function tests (PFTs)
are performed annually and, at baseline, forced
expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) was at least 30% of
predicted normal. Applicants with body weight
above 130 kg or previous treatment for lung
cancer, breast cancer, malignant melanoma or
hypernephroma were excluded from the study.
Individuals with a history of any other cancer
within the previous 5 years, or tuberculosis within
Thorax 2009;64:388–392. doi:10.1136/thx.2008.102475
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Figure 1 Flow chart of participants in
the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial.

2 years, or any other serious illness that would shorten life
expectancy to less than 10 years were also excluded.

Counselling
Each annual visit is scheduled to last approximately 30 min for
both the CT group and the control group. The participants
receive minimal smoking cessation counselling (,5 min). An
abnormal PFT is used to motivate participants to stop smoking
and participants with normal PFT are also advised to quit
smoking. The nurses who provide smoking cessation counselling are certified smoking cessation nurses with at least 3 years’
experience of counselling.

Assessments
At inclusion, information regarding age, gender, educational
background and occupational status was collected for each
participant, together with information on former and current
smoking habits (self-reported), carbon monoxide (CO) level in
exhaled air (also at 1-year follow-up), smoking status (also at 1year follow-up), cigarettes smoked per day on average since
smoking started, pack years, age smoking started, nicotine
dependence score13–16 (baseline smokers only) and motivation to
quit smoking (baseline smokers only).
In the present study, which presents results from the initial
(prevalence) visit and the first annual follow-up, the first
question in the Fagerström Questionnaire Q1 (‘‘How soon after
you wake up do you smoke your first cigarette?’’) was used to
evaluate smokers’ nicotine dependency. This question has four
ratings: 0 (>61 min), 1 (31–60 min), 2 (6–30 min) and 3 (within
5 min). In addition, motivation to quit smoking was investigated using the question(‘‘How strong is your motivation to
quit smoking?’’) with scores from 1 (no motivation) to 5 (high
motivation).17 18
Participants in both groups had annual spirometric tests
according to recommendations of the European Respiratory
Society (ERS). A computerised system (Spirotrac IV;
Vitalograph, Buckingham, UK) was used and results were
expressed in absolute values and as percentage of predicted
values, calculated according to European reference equations.19
Thorax 2009;64:388–392. doi:10.1136/thx.2008.102475

The CO level in exhaled air was determined in both groups to
validate smoking status and to determine smoking intensity. A
CO level .10 parts per million (ppm) has been defined as
compatible with current smoking.20–22 Expired CO can also be
used as a marker of the intensity of smoking and as a substitute
marker for the change in quantity smoked from baseline to 1year follow-up (DCO).
All CT scans were performed on a MDCT scanner (16 rows
Philips Mx 8000 idt; Philips Medical Systems, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands). Scans were performed using a low-dose technique.23 24 The CT scanning results were used to divide participants into two groups, one with clinically significant CT
findings (positive group) and one without (negative group).
Participants in the positive group were informed that their CT
result required further diagnostic follow-up, usually a repeat
scan 3 months later. Participants with no significant findings
were informed about the scan result and were scheduled for
their next annual CT scan.

Definitions and statistics
Ex-smokers were defined as participants who had been
abstinent from smoking for at least 4 weeks prior to the
baseline screening visit. At the 1-year follow-up, participants
were divided into four groups depending on smoking status:
continuous smokers (baseline smoker who continued smoking
through 1-year follow-up); recent quitters (baseline smoker who
had quit smoking at least 4 weeks before the 1-year follow-up);
continuous ex-smokers (baseline ex-smoker who did not smoke
throughout 1-year follow-up); re-starters (baseline ex-smoker
who started smoking during 1-year follow-up).
Both univariate and multiple logistic regression analyses were
performed to evaluate predictors for smoking. Only participants
with complete data (3542/3745, 95%) were included in the
multiple logistic analyses for predictors. Baseline characteristics
(gender, age, pack-years and PFT) of the CT and control groups
were compared using the Student t test and smoking status was
compared using the x2 test. Both the CT and control group were
analysed in one multiple logistic model with the randomisation
as a covariate among others as a predictor for smoking. Analyses
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Table 1 Baseline data of participants
Parameter

CT group
(n = 2052)

Control group
(n = 2052)

p Value

Gender, M/F (n)
Mean (range) age (years)
Mean (SD) pack years
Smoking status: current/ex (n)
Mean (SD) FEV1
Mean (SD) FEV1 (% predicted)

1147/905
57.9 (49–71)
36.4 (13.4)
1545/507
2.9 (0.75)
93.4 (16.9)

1120/932
57.8 (49–71)
35.9 (13.4)
1579/473
2.9 (0.76)
94.3 (17.4)

0.40
0.75
0.23
0.21
0.82
0.09

FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s.

were performed using SAS statistical software Version 15.0 and
a p value ,0.05 was considered statistically significant.

10.0%) and the control group (n = 44, 10.5%) (p = 0.85).
Information about smoking habits at 1-year follow-up was
missing for 7.5% of the CT group and 11.4% of the control
group (p = 0.04). Inclusion of all non-attendees in the analysis,
and assuming that they all started smoking again, resulted in a
restart rate of 16.7% (85/507) in the CT group versus 20.7% (98/
473) in the control group (p = 0.11).
In the CT group, abstinence at 1-year follow-up in exsmokers was associated with a longer period of abstinence
before study entry and a lower number of pack-years (univariate
model). Similar findings were observed in the control group
(table 4). This was tested using multivariate logistic regression
(table 5). Shorter duration of smoking abstinence at entry and
lower age significantly predicted smoking re-start at 1-year
follow-up.

RESULTS
At entry there were no significant differences between the CT
and control groups in age, gender, PFT, pack-years or smoking
status (table 1).

Smoking cessation in baseline smokers
Throughout the 1-year follow-up period an equal number of
smokers stopped smoking in the two groups: 174 (11.9%) in the
CT arm and 165 (11.8%) in the control arm (p = 0.95). Missing
values regarding smoking habits at 1-year follow-up were 5.3% in
the CT group and 11.6% in control group (p,0.01). Inclusion of
all non-attendees in the analysis, and assuming that they were all
still smokers, resulted in a quit rate of 11.3% (174/1545) in the CT
group and 10.4% (165/1579) in the control group (p = 0.47).
Baseline predictors for smoking abstinence at the 1-year
follow-up in the CT group (univariate model) were lower FEV1/
FVC ratio, lower number of cigarettes smoked on average per
day since smoking started, lower number of pack-years, lower
Fagerström Questionnaire Q1 score and higher motivation to
quit. Similar findings were seen in the control group (table 2).
Predictors for continuous smoking were analysed in a
multiple logistic regression model. The covariates examined
are listed in table 3, which shows predictors for continuous
smoking. Higher pack years, higher FEV1/FVC ratio, higher
dependency (Fagerström Q1), lower motivation and lower age
were significant predictors for continuing smoking.
Randomisation to either CT or control group and gender was
not a predictor for continuous smoking (table 3).

Re-starters among baseline ex-smokers
During the 1-year of follow-up a similar number of ex-smokers
began smoking again (re-starters) in the CT group (n = 47,

CO measurements
In both the CT and the control groups, five ex-smokers had an
expired CO value above 10 ppm at 1-year follow-up (excluded
from analysis). The average change in DCO (individual level)
was 21.33 ppm in the CT group and 21.77 ppm in the control
group (p = 0.21). These figures are based on all participants
regardless of smoking status.

Influence of CT findings on smoking habits
A total of 173 participants (129 current and 44 ex-smokers)
received a positive CT result at baseline and were rescanned
3 months later (positive group). For baseline smokers the quit
rate was 17.7% in the positive CT group compared with 11.4%
in the group with no significant CT findings (p = 0.04). In
baseline ex-smokers, the smoking relapse rate was 4.7% in the
positive CT group and 10.6% in the group with no significant
CT finding (p,0.01).

DISCUSSION
The present study showed no difference in quit rates between
the CT and control groups (11.9% vs 11.8%) in this lung cancer
screening trial. There was no tendency to increase smoking rate
or smoking intensity as assessed by changes in exhaled CO.
There was no significant difference in the smoking relapse rate
between the CT and control groups (10.0% vs 10.5%). This
finding was validated in the multiple logistic regression model in
which randomisation was not found to be a significant
predictor. The absolute number of quitters minus re-starters
(339 2 91) was 248 (ie, an overall quit rate of 6.0% (248/4104)).
Smoking status was CO validated, which is the preferred
approach in follow-up studies of smoking habits. Like other

Table 2 Predictors for smoking abstinence in baseline smokers at 1-year follow-up (univariate analysis)
CT group

Parameter
Age at onset of smoking
(years)
FEV1/FVC
Cigarettes/day
Pack-years
Fagerström score (Q1)
Motivation score

Control group

Continuous
smokers
(n = 1288)

Recent
quitters
(n = 174)

p Value

17.1 (3.8)

17.5 (4.3)

0.15

70.1
18.8
36.6
2.8
3.2

68.6
17.7
33.4
2.4
3.7

(7.8)
(6.2)
(13.1)
(1.0)
(1.2)

(9.3)
(4.8)
(11.1)
(1.0)
(1.0)

0.03
0.02
,0.01
,0.01*
,0.01*

Continuous
smokers
(n = 1230)

Recent
quitters
(n = 165)

p Value

17.1 (3.8)

16.8 (3.5)

0.38

70.7
18.4
35.7
2.8
3.3

69.9
17.9
33.9
2.5
3.5

(8.3)
(5.7)
(12.8)
(1.0)
(1.2)

(8.2)
(6.4)
(14.0)
(1.0)
(1.1)

0.23
0.28
0.09
,0.01*
,0.01*

Values are mean (SD) baseline values.
FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC, forced vital capacity.
*Wilcoxon rank sum test.
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Table 3 Multiple logistic regression analysis of predictors in baseline
smokers for continuing smoking at 1-year follow-up

Table 5 Multiple logistic regression analysis of predictors for relapse in
former smokers at baseline

Predictor

Odds ratio (95% CI)

p Value

Predictor

Odds ratio

Cigarettes per day
Pack-years
FEV1/FVC
Fagerström score
Motivation score
CT vs control
Gender
Age

0.96
1.03
1.11
1.40
0.72
1.04
0.99
0.97

0.07
0.01
0.03
,0.01
,0.01
0.76
0.93
0.03

Years of smoking abstinence
Pack-years
FEV1/FVC
CT vs control
Gender
Age

0.57
1.01
0.87
0.87
0.77
0.90

(0.92
(1.01
(1.01
(1.17
(0.64
(0.82
(0.76
(0.94

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

1.01)
1.05)
1.21)
1.50)
0.80)
1.31)
1.26)
0.99)

Included in the model are 2388 continuous smokers and 324 recent quitters (only
complete data).
FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC, forced vital capacity.

studies, our figures are markedly higher than the quit rate for
smokers in the general population, which is about 4% in the
Danish population.12 This has generally led to the misconception that CT scanning alone is responsible for increasing quit
rates. However, in our study we found the same quit rate in the
control group (11.8%), suggesting that participation in a
screening trial per se induces smoking cessation. Another
Danish study reported an 8% quit rate in heavy smokers after
they received minimal smoking cessation counselling, similar to
that provided in the present study.17 That result is similar to the
quit rate found in our study. The higher number of quitters seen
in lung screening trials can be explained by the fact that
participants who volunteer for clinical trials are more motivated
to stop smoking than the general population. This selection bias
is also known to be related to social class. Although there was
no difference in social class between our CT and control groups,
more women of higher social class participated in the DLCST
compared with the general population (data not shown).
Our study may be biased as current smokers may tend to miss
follow-up visits more frequently than non-smokers because
they do not wish to be confronted with their smoking.
However, as smoking cessation is not the primary focus of the
DLCST (the focus is on early lung cancer detection), we do not
suspect that the change in smoking habits is different among
participants who attended follow-up and those lost to followup. To our knowledge, this is the first large-scale randomised
controlled study in which smoking habits were monitored in a
lung cancer screening trial. Our study showed that participation
in a CT scanning trial per se does not seem to have any effect on
the smoking habits of the participants, which was erroneously
claimed in earlier non-controlled studies.9–11
However, in a subset of the participants in our study a
positive CT finding was a strong predictor for smoking

(0.48
(0.99
(0.73
(0.54
(0.47
(0.85

p Value
to
to
to
to
to
to

,0.01
0.14
0.13
0.58
0.29
,0.01

0.67)
1.03)
1.04)
1.41)
1.26)
0.96)

Included in the model are 744 continuous ex-smokers and 86 re-starters (only
complete data).
FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC, forced vital capacity.

cessation and for preventing relapse to smoking. Similar results
have also been found in other studies.11 A positive CT finding
that necessitated a repeat CT scan 3 months later might have
been a frightening experience for the subjects and might have
motivated them to quit smoking in the hope of improving the
results of their repeat scan.25 Follow-up studies will show how
long this effect persists in the DLCST. Even though participants
with positive CT findings had a significantly higher quit rate
and lower relapse rate, this did not result in an overall change in
smoking behaviour between the CT and control groups.
However, this is not surprising considering the small number
of positive CT findings.
In smokers, high motivation to quit and low Fagerström
Questionnaire Q1 score were the main predictors for smoking
cessation at the 1-year follow-up. In ex-smokers, longer
duration of abstinence at entry was the main predictor for
abstinence at the 1-year follow-up. In baseline smokers, FEV1/
FVC and number of pack years also reached significance as
predictors, but the odds ratio was very close to 1, indicating
little clinical impact.
The results of this study suggest that smokers with low
nicotine dependency and those with a high motivation to quit
are able to stop smoking. More intensive counselling and
pharmacological treatment for smoking cessation should be
administered in future lung cancer screening trials in an attempt
to increase the quit rate. In screening trials, more focus should
be put on smoking cessation and motivating smokers to stop as
early as possible. This is important because abstinence from
smoking is still the most effective method of preventing lung
cancer.26–29 Monitoring smoking habits and behaviour in lung
screening trials should therefore be a high priority.
In conclusion, this study did not demonstrate any difference in
smoking habits in participants in a lung cancer screening trial
when compared with a control group after 1 year (ie, CT
screening neither induced more smoking nor promoted cessation

Table 4 Predictors for continuous abstinence in baseline ex-smokers at 1-year follow-up (univariate
analysis)
CT group

Parameter
Years of smoking
abstinence
FEV1/FVC
Age at onset of smoking
(years)
Pack-years

Control group

p Value

Continuous
ex-smokers
(n = 375)

Re-starters
(n = 44)

p Value

1.0 (1.4)

,0.01

3.8 (2.9)

1.0 (1.4)

,0.01

71.5 (7.4)
16.7 (3.3)

70.9 (8.4)
16.5 (3.9)

0.57
0.72

72.3 (7.5)
16.7 (3.2)

71.2 (8.9)
16.5 (2.7)

0.34
0.73

35.7 (13.2)

40.4 (17,8)

0.03

36.0 (14.9)

36.6 (13.6)

0.80

Continuous
ex-smokers
(n = 422)

Re-starters
(n = 47)

3.7 (3.0)

Values are mean (SD) baseline values.
FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC, forced vital capacity.
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compared with a control group). The net quit rate after 1 year
was 6.0%. A positive result from CT scans motivated quitting
and prevented relapse. Higher motivation to quit, lower degree of
nicotine dependency and a longer period of abstinence were
significant predictors for abstinence from smoking at 1-year
follow-up.
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General Discussion
The previous chapters (Chapter III-VI) of this thesis contain a focused discussion section after the
presentation and analysis of the results. The discussion in this chapter will therefore be on a broader
perspective discussing issues not addressed fully in the previous chapters. Finally the future
perspectives of lung cancer screening are addressed.

Mortality of lung cancer
The primary objective of the DLCST was to determine if screening with low dose CT reduces
mortality of lung cancer [24]. In this thesis no mortality data is presented as this will be finally
determined in the years after the screening trial, since it will take some time before all lung cancer
and mortality events present themselves. A continued effort to determine the overall mortality rate
in both the CT and control group is therefore necessary also in the years after screening. The cause
of death must also be thoroughly investigated by accessing patient records and possible autopsy
reports. Screening for lung cancer with CT can not be recommended in daily clinical work before a
significant mortality reduction can be determined. Therefore unknown cause of death should be
kept at a minimum since death due to lung cancer in either the CT or control group will influence
the final conclusions, and recommendations of whether or not screening for lung cancer is
beneficial.

In the beginning of screening trials more lung cancer cases will be observed in the CT group
because of early detection. However, an equal amount of lung cancers should be expected in the
control group. Provided more cancers are diagnosed in the CT group, overdiagnosis could well be
the explanation [21]. Randomised trials such as DLCST with a control group will help estimate the
degree of overdiagnosis in lung cancer screening. Another explanation for a higher number of lung
cancer in the CT group could be if lung cancer cases in the control group were not correctly
registered. Lung cancer related death is not always correctly registered because of uncertainty about
the final diagnosis due to lack of a full diagnostic work-up. In some cases pneumonia or cardiac
arrest is noted as the cause of death while the underlying lung cancer was never discovered. This
again underlines the importance of determining the overall mortality rate instead of just the lung
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cancer specific. Correct registry of all cancers is also a key issue when investigating the effect of
screening on the stage distribution of screen detected cancers.

At baseline 59% of the cancers detected in the CT group were in early stage I [24]. We expect this
figure to be higher when results from the incidence round are analysed as these cancers will have
higher chance of being purely screen detected and therefore in an early stage. The stage distribution
of cancers in the control group is also important to monitor to determine if screening results in a
stage shift towards detection of earlier stage cancers [19]. When investigating this one potential bias
could be if participants in the control group are more aware of their health compared to the general
population, and therefore contact their doctors earlier when they experience lung cancer related
symptoms. The evaluation of smoking habits in DLCST participants showed that they were more
health aware and had a higher quit rate as compared to the general population [31]. If this is also the
case with regards to lung cancer related symptoms, it will diminish a possible stage shift effect of
lung cancer screening. Other possible bias could be if participants in the control group demand a CT
scan because of disappointment of being randomized to the control group. To investigate the degree
of this contamination of the control group the participants are annually asked whether they have had
a CT scan. It is important to take into account CT contamination in the control group when the final
results of the 5 years of screening in DLCST are analysed.

Pooling of data
Most of the randomised lung screening trials in Europe are in their final phase [23] [24] [25] [26].
To insure sufficient power in the analysis, pooling of data is necessary. Pooling must be handled
adequately as future recommendations of lung cancer screening will depend on it. Combined the
European trials represent a unique large dataset of over 25.000 participants which is further
strengthened by the fact that they are randomized. Full advantage of this dataset is dependent on
data being as comparable as possible between the different European screening institutions before
pooling. Nodule handling protocols may also differ somewhat between the different institutions;
one example is the NELSON trial which uses volumetric measurements to divide nodules into
different categories [23], while manual measurements are used in the DLCST [24]. Both are
comparable, however prior to pooling of data adequate conversion of nodule measurements must be
made. If nodules are analysed with semiautomatic software this thesis has pointed out (Chapter IV)
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the importance of using the same algorithm and software version when comparing repeated
volumetric measurements in the same subject.

International death review boards are necessary to ensure agreement between the different screening
units as for the cause of death, before pooling of cause of death data. There is need a for
standardized guidelines defining what work-up is mandatory before a given diagnosis can be
accepted as the cause of death. Before pooling of data there is also a need for agreement on how to
register baseline and incidence round cancers. Is baseline cancer a cancer first seen at baseline
regardless of when it is removed? Or should the cancer be registered according to the screening
round in which it is removed and diagnosed. The experience from the incidence rounds in DLCST
have shown that lung cancer diagnosed in incidence rounds can be seen in retrospect in earlier
screening rounds (data not published yet). This suggests that lung nodules may remain stable or
grow slowly before accelerating into a malignant growth. However, we have not seen any examples
of accelerated growth that could not be fully explained by the inherent variability in nodule volume
measurements. By studying growth rate of lung nodules longitudinally through screening trials the
natural history of lung cancer can be monitored, and this may help better understanding the
development and progression of lung cancer.

Nodule evaluation software
Even though most CT scanner workstations have software available for nodule volume
measurements, there is yet not consensus regarding when and how to use this software. Most
diagnostic work-up of lung nodules is still dependent on visual evaluation by the radiologist. It is
important to keep in mind that the software mainly uses attenuation values to evaluate nodules,
while the radiologists also take other features as size and morphology into account. At present
nodule evaluation software is mostly investigated and used in research fields such as in the
NELSON lung cancer screening trial [23]. Nodule evaluation software is under constant
development and improvement; however with the current software capabilities in mind, it seems
unrealistic that fully automated detection and analysis of lung nodules will be a possibility in the
near future.
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Fully automated software will create new problems; many of the nodules detected will not represent
lung cancer, and therefore the number of false positive findings will increase. Furthermore,
improved scanner resolution will result in even more nodules being visualized and detectable with
additional increase in the false positive rate. Therefore, instead of development of fully automated
software, emphasis should be on improving reproducibility of current semi-automated software.
Semi-automated software requires skilled human interface by a radiologist, to ensure that only
selected nodules will be evaluated. To avoid an unnecessarily high number of false positive
findings, it is essential that nodules are pre-selected so that only those with a real suspicion of
malignancy are evaluated. Or future software could be used to analyse large number of images for
lung pathology which afterwards can be visually evaluated by the radiologist. Thus, the software
should supplement rather than replace the objective evaluation of the radiologist.

New methods for cancer detection
It is a key issue when evaluating cancer suspected nodules to be able to discriminate between
benign and malignant nodules using minimal invasive methods. Chest radiography, CT
morphology, intravenous contrast uptake are all methods used in the diagnostic work-up of lung
nodules. PET and VDT are new methods which have shown promising results with a relatively high
sensitivity and specificity (Chapter V).

In lung cancer screening where nodules are smaller compared to the everyday clinical situation PET
and especially VDT has its advantages because even small changes are detectable. However, this
thesis revealed that rapid growth not necessarily implies activity on PET, and the reverse, PET
positive nodules do not always show a rapid growth. This implies that lung cancer development in
the early stage is heterogeneous as some may show high PET activity whereas others are more
rapidly growing. This difference may reflect differences in pathology and clinical outcome of lung
cancer, which will be revealed through follow-up analysis of the cancer cases in the DLCST.

Smoking behaviour in screening
Intensive counselling including pharmacological treatment for smoking cessation was at first planed
as an integrated part of DLCST. However, due to financial constrains this was not possible and
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instead only minimal smoking cessation counselling was applied. As mentioned participants in
DLCST were highly motivated for smoking cessation, and therefore the quit rate was higher as
compared with the general population. Also a positive result (indeterminate nodules) on the CT
scan promoted smoking cessation and prevented smoking relapse [31]. Therefore, screening seems
like the ideal opportunity for an intensive smoking cessation counselling programme to be
implemented to further promote smoking abstinence. Even though this can seem costly it may still
be cost-effective as smoking cessation will not only result in fewer lung cancer cases, it will also
reduce the incidence and cost of treating other smoking related diseases such as chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) and ischemic heart disease (IHD) [32].

It is clear that by implementing intensive smoking cessation counselling into a screening trial will
bias the analysis because at the end it will be difficult to isolate the direct effect of CT screening
from the effect of smoking cessation. However, this should not prevent the implementation of
smoking cessation counselling with pharmacological intervention into screening trials. The primary
aim of all lung cancer screening trials is to reduce mortality of lung cancer; and in this context
smoking cessation counselling should play a central role since abstinence from smoking still is the
only proven method for prevention of lung cancer [33]. Therefore, lung cancer screening should
preferably be a joined intervention including both CT screening and smoking cessation counselling.

Future perspectives of Lung Cancer Screening
Blood samples have been taken annually from all participants in the DLCST both from the CT and
control group. In the future the intention is to screen the blood samples for lung cancer biomarkers.
Both genetic and proteomic biomarkers are of interest and also here a pooling of blood samples
from other screening institutions in Europe will facilitate research in this area

At present no major breakthrough has occurred in the field of biomarkers for lung cancer; however,
there is much focus on this topic [34] [35]. If a valid biomarker is found by other research groups its
reproducibility in the DLCST population could be investigated. The advantage with the blood
samples taken during the DLCST is that if a cancer develops during the 3rd incidence round for
example, there are blood samples available from not only that particular screening round but also
previous rounds. Therefore, it would be possible to investigate how early on a particular biomarker
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can be detected. Provided the biomarker can be detected even before the nodule is visualized, it
would have a great screening potential. However, before this is possible the biomarker of interest
must undergo a validation process in which the sensitivity and specificity is investigated. Genetic
biomarkers are also interesting, although it is likely that more than one gene is responsible for lung
cancer because both tobacco dependency genes, tobacco susceptibility genes and tumour suppressor
genes among others may play a role [36]. Identifying biomarkers also opens the possibility of
targeted CT screening of participants with a high risk of developing lung cancer in the future.

Apart from lung cancer detection CT has also been used to evaluate other diseases of the chest like
emphysema [37] [38] and coronary artery disease [39]. Research in these areas is rapidly
developing, and in the future it may be possible to screen for other smoke related diseases as well
when screening CT images for lung cancer. Future chest screening may therefore offer patients a
comprehensive risk assessment: Is there a nodule with risk of lung cancer? Is there emphysema and
is it progressing? Is there evidence of coronary artery calcification which would suggest IHD?
Naturally the evidence behind these new techniques must undergo the same validation and critical
review as in the case of lung cancer screening. However, it is clear that the potential improvement
in morbidity and mortality of smoke related diseases in the chest through early detection and
intervention may have a substantial positive effect on both the health of patients and eventually on
the costs of the health care system.
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